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Introduction
Among our Nation’s critical infrastructures, the Energy Sector is a primary target for
exploitation by nation state and mercenary APTs, hacktivists, cyber jihadists and other
hacker teams. General, broad stroke conversations on the softball topic of “resiliency” are
being had in micro bureaucracies throughout the industry with little attempt being made to
dissect the threat actors or the toolkits being used to exploit the seemingly endless layers
vulnerable to attack. According to the Honorable Deborah Lee Jackson of the United States
Air Force, with regards to the cybersecurity posture surrounding the United States Energy
sector, “We are in the most complex, uncertain, and rapidly changing threat
environment…we never seem to correctly predict what happens next” [15]. Within Energy
organizations, leadership changes and priorities shift, but the need for resiliency outlasts.
Threats to the sector are relentless and are increasing as systems become more
interconnected and accessible. At a time when cyber and physical security are most vital to
combat the plague of adversaries waging war on Western Nations, it is critical to analyze
the most complete picture of domestic and foreign threats.
A conversation about energy sector resiliency that is absent of details about actors,
malware (other than Blackenergy) and evolving vectors of attack is an incomplete
conversation and more of an exercise in security theater than true and viable defense. By
focusing on a discussion devoid of the critical details, such as possible threat actors and
their tools, techniques, and procedures, the Energy sector is positioning itself to rely on a
security foundation built on false confidence. An accurate picture of the threat landscape is
necessary to develop the in-depth and layered defenses vital to the protection of internal
Energy systems and the national electric grid.
This report introduces the most prominent actors and exploits, along with hacker group
profiles and choice vectors of attack into the conversation of energy sector resiliency in
order to convert bureaucratic babble into a strategic conversation about true and viable
security that takes into consideration the complete picture of energy sector vulnerabilities.
Organizations cannot thoroughly defend themselves against the evolving stealth and
technical sophistication of this expansive threat landscape until actor profiles, vectors of
attack, bad actor techniques and exploit evolution are injected into the energy sector
resiliency conversation. Industry threats and capabilities will continuously change and
evolve and this report is meant to offer nothing more than a starting point for the content
that the energy sector resiliency conversation is lacking.
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Incidents that Shaped Energy Sector Discussions
On August 14, 2003, overhanging foliage downed a powerline in Ohio and resulted in a
power outage. The outage should have triggered an alarm to redistribute power at the
FirstEnergy Corp. control room; however, a software bug triggered a race condition that
prevented the alarm. The local blackout spread and built momentum as other stations on
the grid were also taken offline. This led to power outages for 45 million Americans and 10
million Canadians in the states of New York, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Massachusetts,
New Jersey, Michigan, and parts of Canada [5]. Depending on location, electricity was
unavailable for hours to weeks. Ten deaths were officially attributed to the blackout,
though researchers from Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies and John
Hopkins University attribute 90 deaths to the blackout in New York City alone. Further, the
Bush Administration realized that some government systems that monitor border
crossings, port landings, and access to secure sites, were unavailable during an outage and
could therefore be exploited by terrorists. The 2003 Northeast blackout led to a
widespread reliability and security reform in the Energy sector. The sector developed a
vast regulatory and compliance culture predicated on keeping the grid reliable and
operational.
In 2010, nearly one-fifth of the systems supporting Iran’s nuclear sector were infected with
the Stuxnet worm. Stuxnet targeted systems running Microsoft Windows and Siemens
Step7 software. It leveraged four 0-day vulnerabilities to modify the code running in
programmable logic controllers (PLCs) that controlled machinery, such as centrifuges, and
cause them to deviate from their expected behavior. In particular, Stuxnet infected Iranian
PLCs to either collect information or to inflict cyber-kinetic damage by causing the
centrifuges to spin too fast and eventually break. Stuxnet consists of a worm that executes
the payload and its subroutines, a link file that automatically executes propagated copies of
the worm, and a rootkit that is capable of obfuscating activity and collecting data. Stuxnet
can be tailored to attack SCADA and PLC systems and it may have been the inspiration or
platform upon which the Flame APT, Night Dragon, and other groups built their malware.
Stuxnet was typically introduced to a system through an infected USB drive. The worm
automatically installed when the drive was connected to a system and it scanned for
Microsoft Windows; Siemens Step7, Siemens PCS 7, or WinCC software; and at least one
Siemens S7 PLC. If both were found, then the rootkit installed and the malware injected
code into the PLC while returning a feedback loop of normal operations system values to
the user via a man-in-the-middle attack. Otherwise, the worm went dormant on the system.
It is clear that the creators of Stuxnet designed it with great care to only infect targets that
matched the victim profile. On one hand, Stuxnet caused the Energy sector to seriously
consider cybersecurity as a necessity. On the other hand, the malware campaign inspired
other campaigns against the Energy sector, such as BlackEnergy.
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In October 2015 Ted Koppel’s book “Lights Out” renewed attention to power grid
vulnerabilities and the possibility of impending terror attack. Koppel’s book focused on the
potential consequences of an extended power outage and on his opinion that “The
Department of Homeland Security has no plans beyond those designed to deal with the
aftermath of natural disasters.” Koppel’s book and the 2013 National Geographic special
“American Dark”, upon which it builds, assume that the Energy sector is so unprepared for
potential events, that outages would last for months or years. Koppel’s book is not the most
realistic depiction of the American Energy sector; however, it received a great deal of
acclaim in the months following its release, due in part to media attention on the
BlackEnergy malware attack that caused brief blackouts in the Ukrainian power grid.
Despite media speculation, a simple malware campaign cannot entirely take down the
American power grid. The interwoven networks of utility companies, transmission
networks, distribution hubs, and other facets, are too complex for any one attacker to
wholly dismantle. The grid depends on multiple parties who all operate different
infrastructure that is configured differently. Redundancy systems and physical fail-safes
protect the grid from catastrophe. Nevertheless, the Energy sector is more vulnerable than
most are willing to admit. Many of the legacy systems on which the nation depends lack
sufficient backup and redundancy measures.
As a result, cyberattacks can disrupt operations, hamper communications, or stall the
economy. ICIT Fellow Juan Espinosa (Parsons) adds, “Following the cyberattack on the
Ukraine power grid there were reports that pointed out that an important vulnerability
within the U.S. is that, unlike Ukraine, our power grid typically does not have manual
backup functionality [1]. This means that if automated systems controlling our utility
power grid were to be attacked, it would take much longer for the response teams to
restore power.” Even if the analog controls prevent cataclysmic outages, the fail-safes,
which shutdown the underlying systems, cannot by their very nature, prevent disruptions.
These disruptions, lasting hours or days, inflict economic and societal harm on the victim
areas by disrupting businesses and raising citizens’ discomfort. In some cases, the
disruptions can impede law enforcement and security by momentarily disrupting critical
infrastructure, security systems, and surveillance systems.
The ICS and SCADA systems upon which the energy sector traditionally depends are
segmented and air-gapped; however, these systems are increasingly more vulnerable to
insider threat and cyber-attacks. According to former U.S. Department of Energy CTO Pete
Tseronis (Exabeam), “It's a matter of WHEN, not IF, the power grid in our country is subject
to a cyber-attack”. Many utility companies depend on patchwork legacy systems that
precede the technicians tasked with their operation. In particular, the SCADA and ICS
systems that support the United States power grid are beyond their intended useful life of
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25 years or longer. These systems were not designed with cybersecurity in mind because
no one envisioned that the internet would develop to become so ubiquitous, so pervasive,
or so threatening [2]. Trends to integrate IT and OT systems with internet of things
technologies expands the threat landscape and opens the systems to modern threats.
According to a March 12, 2015 US Department of Homeland Security (DHS) report, in 2014
the energy sector faced the majority of the 245 reported ICS cyber-attacks (79). The next
highest targeted sectors were critical manufacturing and healthcare with 65 and 15
incidents respectively. Of the total 245 incidents, at least 55% are believed to be the result
of efforts of advanced persistent threats (APTs) or sophisticated threat actors [3]. Likewise,
Tripwire’s November 2015 survey of 150 IT professionals in energy, utilities, and oil and
gas industries found that 82% of energy sector IT professionals agree that a cyber-attack
could cause physical damage; 65% lack visibility into cyber attacks capable of causing
physical damage; and only 35% of those polled claimed to be able to track threats targeting
their operational technology (OT) systems. Moreover, 76% of respondents believed their
organizations were already the targets for cyber-attacks that could cause physical damage;
78% said their organizations were potential targets for nation-state cyber-attacks; and
every executive respondent said that a kinetic cyber-attack on their OT would cause
physical damage [4].

The Grid
The United States Energy sector is dependent on an intricate amalgamation of interwoven
networks of antiquated legacy systems and interconnected under-protected modern
technology. The nation’s socioeconomic survival depends on a complex electricity grid,
which is in turn dependent on an assortment of power generation plants, distribution
facilities, and transport mechanisms, to deliver energy to the homes and businesses that
support life, business operations, and critical systems. The Energy sector was not built
upon a foundation of security and cyber-resiliency [5].
The overwhelming majority of America’s homes, business, and services depend on the
lifeblood of the nation; electricity [5]. The electric grid is so essential to everyday life, that it
is literally the only critical infrastructure network that is visible in every city, business, or
home in America. Citizens depend so much on the electric grid and the energy production
facilities that support it that their brains barely register the powerlines overhead or the
substations in town. Electricity is like air in that many do not think too much about it,
unless it is not constantly available. Only during a power failure, when control over
temperature management, entertainment, cooking, refrigeration, light, and services, are
unavailable do citizens truly realize how critical the Energy sector is for conventional life
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[6]. When citizens lose access to electricity, public resentment grows and crime increases.
If the disruption persists, lives may be at risk.
The electric grid and the supporting energy production infrastructure are built to be
reliable, flexible, and economically competitive. Reliability is achieved through a large
transmission network that allows operators to account for anticipated and unanticipated
losses while still ensuring that demand is met. Flexibility is achieved through a
diversification of energy production resources and locations and through a location-based
optimization of energy facilities. This means that coal facilities are used in regions that have
plentiful coal supplies while wind technologies support regions with strong wind currents;
nevertheless, the expansive transmission network ensures that energy can be routed to
distant cities in times of need. Finally, the American electric grid relies on a variety of
generation facilities and power plants that inter-compete to offer the most affordable rates
to consumers. The competition between different variants of energy production also
ensures that the American people are not entirely victimized by fluctuations in fuel prices
of one type or another [5].
Notice that the three founding principles of the American energy distribution network do
not include security. The brilliant engineers of the electrical grid and the supporting energy
networks did not found the Energy sector on principles of cybersecurity and cyber hygiene
because the internet did not bloom into its formidable and ubiquitous form until long after
the Energy sector was established. Since its foundation, the Energy sector has rapidly and
dynamically adapted to accommodate: new technologies, increases in demand,
diversification of production facilities, regulations, and market fluctuations. Every second,
calculations are processed to dynamically adjust the electric grid to meet the greatest
demand at the lowest cost. As in other sectors, the advent of the internet eased the
management and maintenance of critical systems through the marriage of legacy
technology with novel applications and technology; however, the security added to the
preexisting systems is often mismanaged or inadequate to the task of securing the
underlying critical infrastructure systems [5].
The Energy sector is comprised of power generation facilities, transmission networks,
distribution nodes, network operations, and consumer endpoints [5], [7]. The majority of
electricity generation facilities are owned by electric companies and utilities, which are
regulated by state-level Public Utility Commissions (PUC) or Public Service Commissions
(PSC). PUCs and PSCs set the electricity rates within their states or regions that production
facilities may charge. Both types of commissions are independent regulatory bodies,
appointed by state legislatures. Generator construction and operation are subject to PUC or
PSC approval [5]. Electricity is generated by a variety of coal or natural gas burning plants,
hydroelectric dams, nuclear power plants, wind turbines, and solar farms. The technology
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and viability of each contributing subsector depends upon the facilities’ region, age,
distance to dependent consumers, and other factors. Each category of plant offers different
capabilities and has different operational constraints. For example, coal and nuclear power
plants take a significant amount of time to increase or decrease their electrical output and
consequently these facilities have little short-tern flexibility in the adjustment of resulting
electrical output. Alternately, natural gas facilities can be ramped very quickly and are
often used to meet peaks in demand. More variable technologies, such as photovoltaics and
wind turbines are used in areas where their lifetime operational output exceeds their cost.
Grid monitors constantly monitor the contributions of the production facilities in each
operating region to ensure that the total supply meets demand and that there is a reserve
margin of backup electricity generating capacity withheld to account for potential
forecasting errors or disruptive activity at a generation facility [5].
Electricity is often generated in either a spinning electrical generator, such as a waterwheel
in a hydroelectric dam, a large diesel engine, or in a gas or steam turbine which relies on
burning coal, oil, or natural gas or on the steam produced from the heat of nuclear fission
reactions [6]. These turbines, are vulnerable to Aurora attacks and malware similar to
Stuxnet that could result in kinetic damage by mis-rotating the turbines. These cyberkinetic attacks can result from the altering of logic on PLCs, from an altering of thresholds
on engineering workstations and subsystems, or in numerous other ways. Moreover,
depending on the system, an attack may take less than a minute; which may be less time
than an operator takes to notice the incident and respond by manually shutting down the
system [32].
Electricity is transmitted from generation facilities to distribution nodes to consumers
through high-voltage transmission lines. To increase redundancy and reliability,
transmission networks are interconnected [5]. The national electric grid is comprised of
interconnected regional grids that share infrastructure and balance consumer demand. The
largest of the networks are the Florida Reliability Coordinating Council (FRCC), the
Southeast Reliability Corporation (SERC), the Reliability First Corporation (RF), the
Northeast Power Coordinating Council (NPCC), the Midwest Reliability Organization
(MRO), the Southwest Power Pool (SPP), the Texas Reliability Entity (TRE), and the
Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) [7]. Transmission networks are either
managed by utilities or separate entities known as Independent System Operators (ISOs)
or Regional Transmission Organizations (RTOs), who facilitate competition among
electricity suppliers and provide access to transmission by managing the use of
transmission lines. Like generation facilities, transmission lines are subject to approval by
state-level PCUs or PSCs; however, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)
regulates electricity transactions made between regional grid operators. FERC is a national
agency that regulates the electricity grid at a national level and resolves disputes between
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market participants [5]. Transmission lines are made of aluminum alloy and reinforced
with steel. The lines carry high voltages (11kV – 765kV) because percent of electricity lost
in transit as heat and resistance is inversely proportional to the voltage. In the United
States, the rate of loss is an average of 6% [5]. The typical maximum transmission distance
is approximately 300 miles [6]. Depending on the region, transmission lines can either pass
overhead or underground. Overhead cables are uninsulated, less expensive, and vulnerable
to natural events. Underground cables are more expensive, insulated, and more difficult to
install. The insulation added to underground cables makes them more reliable because the
cables are less susceptible to natural events, magnetic fields, or other electric fields [5].
Power generation facilities produce electricity at low voltages and rely on transformers to
convert the electricity to a higher voltage for transport. The electricity is transported
across the power lines, and then another transformer converts the voltage back down to
low values for the distribution network to deliver to homes and businesses [5]. The
transmission segment of the power grid is most susceptible to physical attacks and insider
threats because people, rather than systems, can subvert the tangible controls and
overrides designed to prevent incidents. For instance, on April 16, 2013 attackers cut the
AT&T fiber-optic telecommunication lines outside San Jose California and opened fire at
the substation. Over the course of 19 minutes, the attackers fired over 100 bullets and
damaged 17 electrical transformers and 6 circuit breakers belonging to PG&E Corp. at the
Metcalf Transmission Substation. The bullets riddled the transformers’ casings and caused
them to leak their coolant oil and overheat. Former FERC Chairman Jon Wellinghoff stated
that military experts postulated that the attack was professional and could have been “the
most significant incident of domestic terrorism involving the grid that has ever occurred.”
The FBI investigated the attack and as of February 2014, did not believe that it was the
work of a terrorist group. A black-out was prevented by rerouting power from nearby
Silicon Valley based power plants. The attack resulted in over $15 million in damages and
required 27 days to repair the damaged transformers and return the station to operation.
In the following three years, PG&E spent over $100 million upgrading security at its
substations. PG&E installed more security cameras, better lighting, and replaced the chainlink fence with a concrete barrier. Because of the incident, in 2014, FERC imposed NERC
developed mandatory physical security standards on substations that required utilities to
identify critical assets and develop security plans, approved by independent third parties
[8].
The distribution network is the series of wires, substations, and step-down transformers
and transport wires that carry electricity from the transmission lines to consumers [5].
Distribution stations, also known as power substations, reduce the transmitted voltage
from hundreds of thousands of volts down to less than ten thousand volts. The stations also
distribute electricity in multiple directions. Finally, power stations often have circuit
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breakers and switches that can disconnect the substation from the larger grid, when
necessary [6]. Distribution networks and retail rates are regulated at the state-level by
PUCs and PSCs [5].
One of the largest vulnerabilities in the Energy sector is the reliance on a limited number of
high-voltage and extra-high-voltage transformers, that are large, expensive, and difficult to
transport or replace. In the event of compromise or loss, the systems take months to
manufacture overseas and nearly as long to transport to the United States. The backbone of
the transmission grid consists of approximately 2000 of these units throughout the nation.
The number of transformers in each state is proportional to the size and population density
of that region. A 2013 Lloyd’s study suggests that widespread damage to the EHV
transformer network as the result of unanticipated events such as solar storms or
cyberwarfare, could result in worst-case damages exceeding $1.2 trillion and outages
lasting almost two years. The least extreme prediction of damage from a CME solar storm
leaves 15 million people without power for up to six months and results in $217 billion in
direct economic damages, $202 billion in indirect damages, and $474 billion in damages
worldwide. The most severe outages would be felt in areas with a high population density,
such as New York, California, and the Eastern seaboard. The manufacturing, finance, and
government sectors would suffer the greatest impact. Globally, China, Canada, and Mexico
would sustain the greatest damage from cascading economic impacts on the U.S. economy.
In contrast, the Electric Power Research Institute suggests that temporary EHV
transformers could be placed in a matter of days and kept operational until replacements
were sourced from external nations. If you have experienced a power outage, it may well
have been due to lightning, foliage, or an errant driver striking a transformer and
inconveniencing a region for some time. At its least, damage to a single transformer can
deny power to a region for hours to days depending on the inciting event, the load on the
grid, and the distance to the next nearest transformer. Areas outside a 300-mile radius
from an operating EHV transformer might be left without power for considerably more
time. Rural areas may have fewer transformers, while urban areas have higher population
densities and grid demands. Consequently, a cyber or physical attacker could strategically
target one or more transformers in a region in an attempt to incite mass panic or to
obfuscate nefarious activities. Depending on the duration of the outage, lives could be at
risk. While modern critical infrastructure, such as hospitals, have backup generators or
micro-grids, average households likely lack the alternate means to refrigerate food, heat or
cool homes, or otherwise comfortably survive. The longer an outage lasts, the greater the
crime-rate and the greater the burden on emergency response services. The Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and the North American Electric Reliability Corp.
(NERC) require organizations to consider threats to the grid and proactively correct
deficiencies [9].
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Many organizations monitor or directly control EHV transformers from remote ICS
systems. If malware, such as BlackEnergy, targeted ransomware, or threats unknown,
targeted systems supporting EHV transformers, the resulting damages from physical
system mismanagement could be just as severe as a CME solar storm. Unlike a theoretical
CME storm, which might occur once every century, targeted cyberattacks can occur
multiple times every second. Though each utility relies on different and often custom built
infrastructure, a dedicated attacker could target one or more companies with versatile
malware or by exploiting a vulnerability in a common ICS management software or thirdparty network. Cyberattacks will not be universally successful, nor are they necessarily
likely to result in significant kinetic damages; nevertheless, the feasible disruptions to
services possible could seriously impact conventional operations [9]. Cyberattacks against
energy infrastructure are often categorized as low risk, severe impact; however, given the
vulnerable state of the ICS, SCADA, EMS, RTU, HMI, and other systems upon which the
Energy sector depends, the risk to the sector and indeed to the nation is much greater than
the common misconception. Consider, that SCADA and ICS systems, even when air-gapped,
are well known for acquiring assorted malware by accident. When adversaries such as
Hail-Mary threat actors begin targeting energy systems with intent, easy to achieve, severe
consequences will inevitably follow.

Expanding Threat Landscape
In an effort to improve grid reliability, safety, and cost effectiveness, electric power systems
and power-system operators are increasingly more reliant on telemetry, automated
controls, and high-speed information networks. Remote application and signal intelligence
is used to monitor the network, control certain systems, analyze efficiencies and faults, and
to control load on the grid. Static and dynamic models, synchrophasor technologies, realtime remote control systems, and high-speed communications allow increased efficiency
and greater control over the electric grid; however, the aforementioned technologies also
open the grid to exploitation by a cyber-adversary. “As our nation's power grid transforms
into a modernized, consumer-interactive fabric of smart networks and devices, it is
paramount that energy sector stakeholders embrace a risk management approach to
innovation and implementation” says former U.S. Department of Energy CTO Pete Tseronis
(Exabeam). Most if not all of the energy sector systems are now either connected to an
internet enabled network, controlled by remote-access ICS systems, or have outward
detectable embedded sensors. Therefore, even air-gapped systems in power production,
transmission, or distribution facilities are vulnerable to attacks. ICIT Fellow Igor Baikalov
(Securonix) agrees, “Most of the energy infrastructure has been built over many years, with
automation and control capabilities focused on reliability, functionality, and low cost.
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) or any other Industrial Control System
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(ICS) devices were not designed to defend themselves against cyber-attacks. Moreover,
many of them don’t even have computing capability required to implement such defenses.
What they do have is plenty of remote access options (in the name of the reliability,
functionality, and low cost) and plenty of ways to circumvent access controls (missing or
default passwords, unpatched vulnerabilities, unsecured communications)”. Without a
cybersecurity -centric approach, these technologies are nothing more than weapons that
attackers can leverage to gain control over the underlying systems [7]. Similarly, at DEF
CON 2016, researchers Fritz Sands and Brian Gorenc of Trend Micro’s Zero Day Initiative
presented research demonstrating that SCADA and ICS systems are rarely as isolated as
operators believe and that the systems were remarkably vulnerable. The researchers
examined around 200 recent software vulnerability reports and found that exploits that
had been patched in most applications, such as web browsers were still exploitable in
SCADA systems. Nearly 20 percent of the problems were the result of unsecure credential
management, such as a lack of encryption or reliance on default passwords. Another 10
percent of the problems were insecure default settings in systems that were never
designed to be secure. When contacted with known vulnerabilities, manufacturers took
100-225 days to develop patches that organizations could use to update systems [33].
Critical energy systems are too vulnerable and the exploit lifecycle is too long. Even with a
reliance on analog fail-safes and manual backup systems, the potential impact or loss of
efficiency is too great for energy organizations to ignore. Security and resiliency should be
assured before systems are connected to networks or openly-accessible devices.
Consider, how much damage an attacker could cause if they launched a cyberattack on the
SCADA, ICS, and supporting devices that control an oil rig in the middle of the ocean. At the
very least, communication to the platform could be compromised, leaving the workers
stranded. Moreover, the attacker could subvert the mechanisms that secure pipelines,
compressors, oil wells, or other connected technology. A dedicated adversary could cause a
cyber-kinetic effect with minimal effort. If the two aforementioned attacks are combined,
then responders may not be able to offer assistance for a prolonged amount of time. HailMary threat actors or cybercriminals could also breach systems in an attempt to disrupt
their navigation systems by falsifying ECDIS or AIS transmissions, or by halting GPS
transmissions. Somalian Pirates are already known to conduct such attacks against oil and
gas ships that travel through the region [37],[38],[39].

IT-OT Convergence
Information technology (IT) is the utilization of computers, software, hardware, and
telecommunication devices to perform business operations. In most sectors, IT devices are
located in offices, server rooms, or data centers and IT is used to perform intangible
business operations, such as billing, revenue transfer, asset tracking, analytics, and the
retention of consumer information. IT technologies include geographic information
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systems (GIS), customer information systems (CIS), interactive voice response (IVR)
software, mobility software, meter data management systems or advanced metering
infrastructure(MDM/ AMI), and other technologies. Operational technology (OT) typically
applies to vendor-specific proprietary technologies that operate as front-end field devices
in real-time or near real-time environments. In the Energy sector, OT systems typically
include SCADA, remote terminal unit systems, meters/sensors, smart meters, and other
technologies. Organizations in the Energy sector are responsible for configuring, managing,
monitoring, and securing IT and OT networks, with limited resources and personnel. As a
result, many Utilities are combining IT and OT technologies to improve their business in
highly competitive economic environments [10].
IT-OT convergence in Electric utilities improves electric system and organization
performance. The convergence improves distribution operations, enables smart grid
implementation, better informs employee decisions, and includes stakeholders in the
decision making processes. The combination of IT and OT systems transforms large
amounts of available data into meaningful and actionable information. For instance, asset
management systems, demand-response systems, information dashboards, decision
making tools, and other assets can be developed. Among other advantages, IT-OT
integration also reduces the cost of projects and technology deployments throughout the
organization [10].
The IT-OT convergence relies on open standards and network connectivity to facilitate
information sharing across the organization [10]. Consequently, IT-OT systems are an
obvious target for cyberattacks. According to a 2015 Microsoft study, only 4% of IoT
initiatives, such as IT-OT convergence initiatives, were led by IT professionals, such as
CIOs. The vast majority (78%) were led by “business leaders” who did not necessarily
understand how to incorporate security into the convergence process [11].
Unlike IT systems, that are constantly and sometimes automatically updated or replaced,
OT systems tend to remain stagnant. Many of the OT systems supporting the Energy sector
are legacy technologies or are nearing the end of their lifecycle. Some of these systems
retain the vintage, unpatched software that was installed on the system one to three
decades ago. Even if vulnerabilities for these systems were discovered and documented, it
is unlikely that they would have been updated or patched because until a few years ago,
many industries considered physical separations or air-gaps to be adequate forms of
security. In contrast, cyber attackers have conducted attacks on air-gapped systems for
over a decade [12].
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Human Machine Interface (HMI)
An HMI (human–machine interface) software is the component in a SCADA system that
provides users with a visual representation of data processed in industrial control and
manufacturing systems. The HMI component, typically a Windows-based machine,
communicates directly with programmable logic controllers (PLCs) and provides control
for monitored processes. HMIs are susceptible to denial of service attacks, remote code
execution, and buffer overflow exploits [12]. An attacker can compromise an HMI to
obfuscate nefarious activity, to trick operators into not triggering an analog safety
mechanism, or to prevent an operator from controlling logical operations.

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) applications improve efficiency and reduce costs by
sharing data across enterprise applications. Energy companies often use ERPs to manage
multiple patchwork legacy systems or to ease the transition to new systems. Despite their
benefits, ERPs can also be exploited to harm the organization if they are left unpatched or if
operators attempt to integrate unsupported software together. Many ERPs require the use
of external applications such as Microsoft Excel, which can lead to a loss of data control if
the external file is manipulated or lost. In some cases, employees can alter the ERP itself to
make large scale changes to program behaviors. This could provide an insider threat with a
potent tool. Finally, many legacy ERPs are not compliant with modern security standards
due to a lack of package support [16].

Engineer Workstation
Engineer workstations are terminals that allow operators to modify logic on a controller, to
build processes, or to monitor operations. Engineer workstations are easy targets for
attackers because they are often networked and negligent employees sometimes use the
host to check email or view websites. This opens the system to malware installation
through spear-phishing or watering hole attacks. A compromised workstation can be used
to alter device operations by altering the logical thresholds of PLC and other devices.
Further, some workstations can be used to dismiss or negate warnings that would
otherwise trigger operator intervention or analog fail-safes. This opens the sector to cyberkinetic attacks [13].

Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC)
Programmable logic controllers accept system input, act according to pre-programmed
logical procedures, and pass output to operators or other devices. PLCs directly control
field equipment and are directly connected to other devices and systems. In some
topographies, PLCs communicate with each other via the control bus and they
communicate with HMIs through the plant bus to the distributed system. PLCs can be
accessed through historians, through networked devices, through remote access
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applications or sometimes, through the enterprise network. Altered logic on compromised
PLCs were the basis for the 2010 Stuxnet attacks and despite widespread knowledge of the
attack vector, many energy systems remain vulnerable to similar attacks[13].

Historian System
A historian system accepts and stores RTU and other sensor data for further use and
analysis. An attacker can easily compromise a historian system through the enterprise
network, which pulls data from the historian for decision making purposes. Manipulation
of historian data allows the attacker to control the worldview of the organization. The
attacker can alter how organization or government auditors see the system. By infecting
the historian and manipulating data, the attacker can impact the financial value of the
company, they can alter the efficiency of the system and decision making process, and they
can impact or laterally move to other systems and devices on the network.

Synchrophasor Technology
Synchrophasor technologies are used to take time-synchronized measurements of remote
electrical waves within the energy grid, in phasor measurement units (PMU). PMUs allow
for real-time grid state measurement instead of grid state estimation. Measuring PMUs
provides utility companies with a better situational awareness of the real-time state of the
grid. Grid operators use the measurements to make better decisions and to implement
automated control strategies. The measurements allow for better control and increased
reliability in real-time applications and for increased accuracy and reliability in static
applications.
When not paired with cybersecurity tools, an adversary can exploit sychrophasor
technologies in a number of attacks. For example, automated control systems rely on PMUs
to make rapid or real-time corrective actions in energy systems. An adversary can
manipulate PMU measurements in transit by subverting GPS timed sources, or on the
system using malware of similar functionality to Stuxnet, to manipulate the grid or to incite
a chain of inappropriate actions that cause harm. Alternatively, an adversary seeking to
improve their energy infrastructure, such as Russia or China, might infect a system with
spyware to monitor PMUs and other real-time measurements of the grid. Worse, an
adversary interested in causing harm could monitor PMU information to time a cyber or
physical attack to occur during periods of high demand or poor grid health for the purpose
of increasing their probability of success or increasing the consequences of the attack [7].

Distributed Energy Resources (DER)
The electric grid was originally designed around large centralized power generation
facilities that met consumer demand (load). Distributed energy resources such as solar
panels or microgrids provide small amounts of excess energy back to the grid. The
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intermittent nature of renewable energies makes their contribution to the grid more
dynamic and volatile than other sources. Problems with frequency regulation, voltage
regulation, and power balancing operations regularly demand the attention of grid
operators. As a result, many DERs have communication and control capabilities to provide
remote management and monitoring. In some cases, these controls physically affect the
unit, such as remotely altering voltage or reactively powering a wind turbine when the
wind is not blowing. If left unsecured, adversaries can assume control of DERs to damage
equipment, create chaos, or create problems in the larger grid [7].

Smart Grid Technologies
The smart grid is the notion that ubiquitous communication and embedded technologies
can increase the reliability, efficiency, flexibility, and cost effectiveness of the national grid.
According to Sandia National Laboratories, a smart grid is “A modernized electric grid that
uses information and communication technologies to gather and act on information in an
automated fashion to improve the efficiency, reliability, economics, and sustainability of the
production and distribution of electricity.” Smart grid technologies include DER
integration, advanced controls, demand-response capabilities, increased signal intelligence
and situational awareness, smart metering, the advancement of ancillary services, time-ofuse pricing, peak curtailment, and other capabilities. Smart grid technologies depend
heavily on communication technologies and automated services. Inconveniently,
communication services and automated services are often targeted by attackers who are
attempting to compromise a network. The most basic example of such an attack would
resemble a typical man-in-the-middle attack. Due to this dependency, smart grid
technologies significantly expand the attack surface of the grid and its supporting systems.
Utility control systems, networked SCADA systems, and Advanced Metering Infrastructure
would be at the greatest risk of attack because they are the most likely injection points to
utility controls and meters with demand-response capabilities [7].

Cloud Computing Technologies
The Energy sector is currently faced with the challenge of securely sharing threat
information and PMUs in order to comply with presidential directives aimed at increasing
information sharing between ISOs and utilities, and to increase the efficiency of the
national grid respectively. Cloud-computing and data storage is being considered within
the industry because it enables stakeholders to update and access shared information
resources in real-time. This would allow for convenient coordinated responses to threats;
however, cloud-computing also requires collecting a large pool of sensitive information in a
single location. Attackers may target that trove in an attempt to manipulate or exfiltrate the
information. Even if security from a reputable vendor is paired with the technology, the
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security of the stored information is only as strong as the security of the weakest
stakeholder system [7].

The Threat to the Energy Sector
Tools, Techniques, and Procedures
SCADA, ICS, RTU, HMI, and other energy systems are often under-secured and easy for
attackers to penetrate using well-known tools, tactics, and procedures. Some security
professionals will argue that the devices are safe behind a firewall or perimeter security or
that the devices are air-gapped. Perimeter security has not been a sufficient defense for
critical systems for years. In fact, a Blackhat 2013 demonstration contends that energy
sector perimeter security, such as internal and external firewalls, is often implemented for
compliance but is not managed for security. The hackers, Eric Forner and Brian Meixel,
contend that Firewalls protecting these systems often accept any internal and external
traffic and therefore work more like routers to help direct attackers, than obstacles to
stymie their attempts [13]. This collection of tools, tactics, and procedures is by no means
exhaustive nor is it exclusive to the energy sector. The collection discussed below was
drawn from industry discussions, breach reports, and disclosed vulnerabilities.
Basic Attack Chain

The simplest cyber-attack against utilities consists of a spear-phishing email, an employee
mistake, and an unpatched vulnerability. First, a cybercriminal sends a phishing email with
a legitimate looking URL or attachment. If an employee clicks the link or attachment then
malware either captures their credentials, attacks the web application directly, or installs a
dropper onto their system. Afterward, the attacker relies on cross-site scripting, drive-by
downloads, watering hole attacks, wrappers/packers/crypters, or other attack vectors to
subvert network defenses [17].
Botnets

Energy sector workstations have a high propensity to have botnet malware installed on
them, more often by accident than targeted attacks. According to a yearlong BitSight study
published in April 2015, utility systems are often infected by botnet malware, such as TDSS,
Carufax, ZeroAccess, Sality, and Banload. The study found that 52% of utilities have subpar
“botnet grades” of “B” or lower, meaning that they are at 7-200% more likely to experience
a data breach than the healthcare sector (48%), the retail sector (43%) or the finance
sector (26%) [16].
Network Discovery
Attackers can use a number of tools to discover an open internet facing port on a control
system device. One such tool, the search engine Shodan, is a specialized scanning tool that
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can be used to discover open ports and known vulnerabilities on outward facing systems.
Information security professionals can use the tools to audit ICS and outward facing energy
infrastructure [17].
Insider Threat

An insider threat is a careless employee or an intentionally malicious insider who causes
harm or infects systems with malware. Insider threats pose one of the greatest threat to the
Energy sector because the attacker can manipulate them to bypass security applications.
Unintentional insider threats respond to phishing emails or post selfies and video
walkthroughs of their SCADA workstations [18]. An employee who plugs in a random USB
device, visits a watering hole site, or clicks on a spear-phishing link, welcomes an attacker
into a system, whether or not it was properly defended. Malicious insiders infect airgapped systems with malware, disable physical controls, or physically alter systems. These
are often disgruntled, desperate, or disenfranchised employees or contractors. Insider
threats are a nuisance for large organizations and they can prove catastrophic for small and
medium entities. To combat this threat, organizations should conduct thorough
background checks of everyone who enters the building. Further, employee, contractor,
and visitor access to systems should be based on the principle of least access, according to
their current role in the organization and the necessities of their position.
Cross-site scripting (XSS)

Attackers leverage vulnerabilities in a legitimate web application to install malicious code
on user systems. The application could be running on a company’s internal network as a
vendor-provided application or on a third-party website. Within the past year, DHS ICS CERT has issued multiple alerts about XSS vulnerabilities in SCADA human-machine
interface (HMI) systems. Some common instances of XSS attacks include capturing
employee’s credentials, installing malware or user systems when they access the page, or
hijacking an employee’s ICS software session directly. Beyond the access granted to an
attacker, XSS attacks are dangerous because employees may not realize that an attack
occurred. Many security programs fail to recognize XSS attacks because the activity
originates from legitimate applications.
Drive-by Downloads

A drive-by download attack occurs when a poisoned legitimate website distributes
malware to anyone who visits it. Drive-by download attacks are one of the favored methods
of infecting networks with Trojans, which can be used to capture user credentials, to
remotely monitor an employee’s activity, to map the network, to enable the attacker to
move laterally across the network or onto associated networks, to establish a persistent
presence on a corporate network, or to spread additional malware across the network.
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Unsophisticated instances require the user to click a pop-up or third-party ad; however,
more sophisticated variants install malware on victim systems without user interaction.
Watering Hole

Threat actors ranging from cybercriminals to terrorist threats, to nation-state threat actors
use watering hole sites to bypass enterprise security systems and infiltrate target
networks. A watering hole attack exploits a vulnerability in a legitimate, and often nichepopular, website to target a particular victim profile, such as energy sector employees.
Watering hole attacks often incorporate 0-day vulnerabilities, cross-site scripting, or driveby download attacks against a particular target group for a particular purpose. The Energy
sector is particularly at risk to watering hole attacks because the community is extremely
specialized and proportionally easy to target as a result. Employees of every company in
the sector likely visit many of the same sector-specific websites. If one of those sites is
compromised, then an attacker can infect the networks of numerous organizations across
the Energy sector. Because many employees from each organization visit the same sites
and because the attacker only needs a single victim to visit the watering hole in order to
compromise the network, the attacker has a good likelihood of infecting a particular
organization. After establishing the watering hole, the attacker can conduct widespread
attacks, collect and use information from each victim to inform industry-wide decisions, or
to spread onto associated networks. For instance, in June 2014, Symantec detailed the
Dragonfly cyberespionage campaign against the Energy sector. The attackers compromised
a number of strategically opportunistic systems and were collecting intelligence of value to
a nation-state or espionage entity; however, if they desired, the adversary could have used
sabotage capabilities to cause physical damage or disrupt energy supplies. For instance, in
2014, the Russian threat actor known as the Dragonfly group, described in detail in the
threat actor section, used watering hole attacks and other exploits to infect ICS and other
energy systems located in the United States, Spain, France, Italy, Germany, Turkey, and
Poland, with espionage Trojans. Watering hole attacks exemplify the necessity of airgapping and otherwise isolating ICS-connected workstations. Ideally, the aforementioned
systems should be dedicated to only interfacing with ICS software. Access to external
webpages, internal networks, or shared resources should occur on secondary workstations
and on segregated servers.
Spear Phishing
Spear phishing emails no longer resemble the error-riddled emails of the 1990s. Modern spearphishing emails appear legitimate in appearance and phrasing. Often, attackers will conduct

extensive social engineering prior to a campaign, to discern whom the victim
communicates with, what websites they frequent, and other information. Spear-phishing
emails are often paired with a malicious attachment that carries a dropper or with a
nefarious link that redirects the victim to a watering-hole attack. Despite widespread
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knowledge of their existence, within organizations, spear-phishing click rates rarely fall
below 15%. Since an attacker only needs a single victim to compromise the network, spearphishing remains the most successful and most popular attack vector.
0-day Vulnerabilities

Zero-day vulnerabilities are previously undisclosed vulnerabilities in applications or
systems that can be leveraged to exploit the system and escalate privilege, gain access, or
install malware on victim systems. While some attackers spend time and resources
discovering valuable 0-day vulnerabilities, most adversaries purchase exploits on deepnet
markets and forums. For instance in July 2015, Inteller reported a hacker selling the access
to three compromised SCADA systems in France [19]. Similarly, in October 2015, Forbes
published a story about the Canvas attacker toolkit and the SCADA+ exploit pack that are
publicly sold by grey hat hackers for the purposes of research and system audits. From
pseudo-legitimate sources, the toolkit and library of exploits cost a total of $11,100 per
year for up to ten users [34].
Poisoned Update

An attacker can infect the updates distributed to air-gapped and well-protected systems by
targeting less-secure systems further up the supply chain. The infected updates often pass
through security because the applications originate from trusted sources. Poison update
attacks can infect every air-gapped SCADA and ICS system with targeted malware if the
attacker possesses enough information about an organization’s topography to plan the
attack.
Wrappers/ Packers/ Crypter

Cyber adversaries obfuscate the delivery of malware by encapsulating the code in a
wrapper or packer so that signature based security applications fail to detect the malware.
Wrappers bundle malware into legitimate files, such as Word documents, PDFs, utility
programs, or other files. A packer compresses the malware so that its signature is no longer
recognizable. Similarly, a crypter encrypts the malware signature so that it cannot be
recognized. The BlackEnergy malware detailed in the threat section used both a packer and
a crypter to obfuscate its presence.
Polymorphic/ Metamorphic Hash

Some varieties of malware such as the Cerber ransomware slightly alter their hash values
at each download to preclude detection by signature based security applications such as
IPS and IDS. In the Energy sector, this sophisticated malware variant can evade antiquated
security that relies on signatures.
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Ransomware

ICS and SCADA systems are not immune to ransomware or other malware. In 2015, a
hacker infiltrated IT and OT nuclear power plant systems in South Korea [20]. In January
2016, Israel’s Electricity Authority reported that an employee fell for a phishing attack and
infected the IT network with ransomware [21]. In 2016, a German power plant in Bavaria
admitted that its systems were riddled with malware that it had acquired from prolonged
ignorance rather than targeted attacks [20]. Booz Allen Hamilton warned in a June 2016
report that ransomware and services that sell access to SCADA systems are emerging
threats to the reliability of the energy sector. The report is based on publically available
information of 295 ICS incidents that DHS responded to in 2015. The report asserts that
2015 had a 15% increase in the number of attacks against ICS systems by nation state and
criminal groups and that the barrier to entry to attack ICS systems was lowering despite
the expanding attack surface. Overall, attacks against the energy sector accounted for 16%
of the overall incidents. The report attributed the increase to an uptick in spear-phishing
campaigns. Only 12% of the incidents involved the compromise of actual OT networks. It is
believed that most if not all of the attacks originated on the enterprise or corporate
network prior to lateral movement onto the OT network. Ransomware and other malware
infections are even more possible due to SCADA-as-a-service ventures.
SCADA-as-a-service entities specialize in finding zero-day flaws in industrial control
networks and selling the exploits to interested third parties. These services began as
research firms, such as Hacking Team, to sell exploits to governments, law enforcement,
and intelligence agencies; however, over time business models either became more
mercenary or were emulated by less scrupulous parties. While many of the firms only
openly offer access as a service for enterprise networks, individuals such as the criminal
“Bonito” have been known to offer SCADA-related access controls in the same market as
healthcare PII dumps. Booz Allen Hamilton’s June 2016 report details that at least three
enterprise networks of utility companies were hit by ransomware. There is also at least one
incident involving a UK based utility that temporarily shut down its operational network
due to ransomware [22]. Ransomware attackers are likely to target ICS systems because
they expect critical infrastructure operators to pay the ransom and because ICS system are
known to be more vulnerable more often than other systems due to their long patching
cycles. ICIT Fellow Dan Waddell (ISC2) remarks, “Many of the SCADA systems powering
these facilities are not connected to the internet, and thus are not getting the same level of
automated patching, maintenance and updates as its connected brethren. They rely on
manual updates, and as we saw with stuxnet, all it takes is a well-crafted APT on a USB
key.” Further, IT-OT convergence and the internet of things results in many OT
environments that depend on COTS elements such as Windows operating systems,
vulnerable browsers, and common productivity applications such as HMIs, historian and
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SCADA servers, engineering workstations, and other applications. Many ICS and SCADA
operators mistakenly underestimate ransomware as a threat because they either believe
their systems invulnerable or they believe an air-gapped network sufficiently defended. In
reality, the Cryptowall and other ransomware variants have infected numerous ICS and
SCADA systems and the Samsam ransomware demonstrated that an air gap is an
insufficient defense because an infected USB or an insider can bypass an air gap. Moreover,
the KeRanger ransomware, which poisoned an update server, showed the security
community that the supply chain can be compromised to deliver ransomware onto any
system when the downloaded update is transferred [23].
Locking down critical infrastructure with ransomware does not require expert knowledge
of unique applications or system configurations; ransomware just requires enough
momentary access to the system to install the malware. Ransomware installs and governs
itself. Further, it makes the victim either negligent or complacent, depending on whether or
not they pay the ransom. The alternative to paying the ransom predicates on the
availability of a functional backup or redundancy system. For the patchwork-legacy
systems upon which some services rely, neither backups nor redundancy systems exist
[23]. On April 25, 2016, the corporate network of the Board of Water and Light (BWL) in
Lansing Michigan was infected by ransomware via a phishing email. This was the first
reported instance of a utility being successfully compromised by ransomware. BWL
immediately self-imposed a lockdown of all corporate systems until systems could be
restored. For the duration of the incident response, email servers, accounting services, and
power and water shut-off services were unavailable. They reported that no customer
information was compromised and no utility functionality was lost during the incident. As a
result of their immediate recognition of the attack and their premeditated incident
response, the ransomware was contained and did not spread to their operational network
or onto their industrial control systems. Evidence does not indicate that the ransomware
that infected the Lansing utility was targeting ICS equipment; however, in the future
ransomware could easily be adapted to target ICS, SCADA, or HMI devices. It is even
conceivable that criminal or terrorist threat actors may follow a hybrid model between
conventional ransomware attacks and malware campaigns, in which an attacker spends
days or weeks within a system before deploying ransomware on a specific vulnerable
system. In the future, depending on the network topology, ransomware could be developed
to laterally spread from IT systems, such as email, onto OT systems. Large organizations
might be able to ignore a ransomware infection due to redundancy systems, but smaller
organizations will be less organized or prepared. A successful attack against a small
electrical utility for instance, will almost certainly result in local outages. It is important to
recognize that unlike a sophisticated worm or malware, ransomware is not likely to spread
further into the aggregate energy sector. It will likely cause local outages rather than
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national blackouts; nevertheless, lives and profits will be at risk while systems remain
infected [24].

Energy Sector Threat Actors
Cyber attackers can be categorized according to their target selection, tactics, techniques,
malware and procedures. Threat actors merge, evolve, and develop over time. Their
toolkits, malware, and operational procedures likewise change as the threat landscape
shifts. Some APTs become inactive for years only to reemerge with zeal in a different
sector. In other cases, new APTs adopt and improve upon the malware of past successful
campaigns. Custom built sophisticated APT malware is eventually captured and sold in
deepnet forums and marketplaces for use among less sophisticated attackers. Sophisticated
actors may even distribute the malware themselves so as to leave a greater impact or to
obfuscate their true activity.
Hacktivists

Hacktivists are the first tier of cyber attackers above common script kiddies, who do not
pose a substantial threat to the Energy sector. Hacktivists vary in their technical
sophistication and they characteristically operate according to political and ideological
motivations. Many hacktivists, especially those who target the Energy sector, conduct
attacks because they are invested in some conspiracy theory or environmental cause. For
instance, the members of the Anonsec group that targeted NASA in February 2016 were
hacktivists motivated by the belief that NASA was underrepresenting global warming and
had dedicated research to Chemtrail experiments. The Energy sector is used to activists of
one variety or another opposing initiatives and in some cases disrupting operations. As the
IT-OT convergence materializes, physical sabotage of transmission equipment, pipelines,
and other valuable assets will decline in favor of the more anonymous cyber-physical
sabotage. ICS-CERT estimates that cyber-attacks against the oil and gas sector alone will
result in $1.9 billion in losses due to disruption and damage by 2018. Because many
industrial control systems are now either connected to the internet, connected to internet
enabled devices, or updated through internet distributed updates, it is very possible that in
the near future, a cyber-attack could result in a disaster on the scale of the Piper Alpha,
Phillips Pasadena, Exxon Valdez, or Deepwater Horizon events. Risk is further increased as
new technologies are embedded in the industry. Imagine how many anti-fracking activists
would attempt to disrupt operations if they believed that they could easily and
anonymously access the systems controlling the equipment.
Shamoon/ Disttrack

Shamoon was a brief 2012 cyber-campaign. The W32.Disttrack/Shamoon malware
infected and destroyed an estimated 30,000 computers on the operational network at
Saudi Aramco, one of the largest oil producers of the world based in Saudi Arabia. OT
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systems were not affected because the networks were segmented and separately secured.
An anti-oppression hacker collective called the “Cutting Sword of Justice” claimed
responsibility for the attack on Pastebin. Supposedly, the attack was in response to the
actions of oppressive regimes in the Middle East. Many doubt that the attack was actually
conducted by hacktivists. Others speculate that the group had the help of an insider in the
organization. RasGas Company Limited, a Qatari liquefied natural gas company was
attacked shortly after the first attack.
Shamoon’s primary objective is to cause disruption and downtime at target organizations
by wiping victim hosts’ operating systems and master boot records, and thereby rendering
them unusable. The malware is not as sophisticated as Stuxnet, which contains a payload to
specifically target PLCs. In its current version, Shamoon still does not contain a module to
target ICS specifically.
Shamoon consists of a dropper, a wiper, and a reporter module. The dropper component
creates all of the required files on the host and registers a service called “TrkSvr” in order
to run at startup. The dropper also attempts to copy itself to accessible network shares and
to remotely execute successful copies. The wiper component acts as a logic bomb and only
activates when a hardcoded configuration date has been passed. When run, the module
drops a legitimate and digitally signed device driver that provides low-level disk access
from user space. The malware collects file names and then overwrites them with a JPEG
image of 192KB blocks of random data. The malware then wipes the master boot with the
same data. The attackers use stolen user credentials and access to the domain controller to
push and install malware before the wiper triggers [25].
Lone-Wolf Activist

A new variant of attacker combines the mythology of a hacktivist with the motivation of a
cyberterrorist. The self-radicalized lone wolf, poses a significant threat to critical
infrastructure, and to the Energy sector in specific. Lone wolves conduct cyber-attacks,
pose as insider threats, inflict physical damage, and otherwise harm organizations and
nations, because their convoluted minds have led them to believe that their actions serve
an external cause, such as ISIS, the militant far left/right, and similar agendas. According to
ICIT Fellow Juan Espinosa (Parsons), “A major threat to the energy sector today is the
threat of cyber-attacks against the industrial control systems used in the energy sector.
There are two big threats: the first is either nation-states or organized groups with a
mission to deny the service to consumers, the second is insiders, either acting maliciously
or inadvertently, opening access to the network for outside actors. The importance of the
threat is twofold: firstly, attacks on energy sector assets have the potential to cause such
huge disruptions and damage, and secondly because the perpetrators of these attacks are
able to maintain their anonymity after the attack while suffering no immediate physical
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risk.” Ideologically driven lone-wolf threat actors combine both major threats to ICS and
SCADA systems. Lone-wolves are internal or external threat actors who stage and execute
cyber-attacks on behalf of an external entity, often without prior instruction or direction
from the supporting body. The most common lone-wolf actor in the media at the moment
are ISIS supporters who physically attack public venues to inflict damage and to garner
attention for the cause. The energy sector would be prudent to prepare itself for cyber and
physical attacks against critical infrastructure by lone wolf threat actors. A lone wolf could
cause mass hysteria and immeasurable harm by forcing a blackout, exploding a gas line
near a public event, by overloading a nuclear reactor, or in numerous other attacks. As with
hacktivists and script kiddies, a lone wolf can achieve these ends without sophisticated
methods if they target vulnerable supporting systems such as sensors or exposed
endpoints.
Cyberterrorists

In June 2016, ICIT examined the likelihood that terrorist organizations would develop the
cyber capabilities necessary to conduct attacks on critical infrastructure such as the Energy
sector. Cyberterrorists launch attacks against geopolitical targets to disrupt services, inflict
harm, or to cause chaos. ICIT Fellow Igor Baikalov of Securonix points out that “A
successful attack on the energy sector can have devastating consequences for the nation
and, therefore, is a desirable capability for a range of adversaries. If perpetrated on a large
scale (power grid shutdown, nuclear plant meltdown, deliberate dam failure, overpressurized pipeline), it’s likely to be treated as an act of war, and if the positive attribution
is attained, it could receive an adequate response. The level of expertise required to mount
such an attack and to avoid attribution pretty much weeds out all but the most determined
nation states. If, on the other hand, the attribution is not avoided, but sought after – as
would be the case with the terrorist organization – the barrier to entry becomes much
lower. With technical expertise available for purchase just like a conventional weapon, the
threat of the terrorist organization attempting such an attack is extremely high.” Groups
such as ISIS possess the economic resources and basic knowledge to outsource layers of an
attack to mercenary hackers or to hire a sophisticated adversary to develop an easy to use
malware. ISIS and similar threats, are currently Hail-Mary threat actors because they lack
the means to compromise well-secured energy systems; however, as discussed in ICIT’s
June 2016 report, jihadist groups are rapidly evolving and developing. In a short amount of
time, these threat actors may evolve into cyberterrorists. Further, these groups could use
malware-as-a-service, ransomware-as-a-service, or SCADA-access-as-a-service to
compromise energy systems. Cyberterrorists may collect confidential information such as
facility schematics, population density measurements, or customer information. Facility
information can be used to conduct attacks or physically target infrastructure. Population
density information can be used to plan regional campaigns or to launch outsourced
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attacks at the prime time to cause the most chaos and hysteria. Customer information can
be stolen to target select individuals or to fund terrorist activities.
Cybercriminals

Cybercriminals attack systems in an attempt to generate a profit through the exploitation
or auction of victim data. Cybercriminals may attack the energy sector to gain access to
customer data, to gain insider knowledge that would impact investments in the field, or to
exfiltrate and sell confidential information. Mercenary cybercriminals may also conduct
attacks-for-hire against energy organizations on behalf of an unsophisticated nation state,
or terrorist entity. Cybercriminals have targeted energy sector IT since the advent of the
internet. Sometimes, internet enabled energy sector workstations are drawn into criminal
botnets or phishing campaigns as coincidence; however, in other cases, criminals target
under-secured systems to steal financial data, intellectual property, and other information.
At the very least, the IT network of a utility has a payroll system that is valuable to a cybercriminal. More importantly, utilities are a necessity and almost every citizen in the country
pays one or more utilities for necessary services. With the IT-OT convergence, criminals
have begun targeting energy organizations with ransomware and other crimeware. In
February 2016, ICIT predicted that this year would be the year of ransomware, and so far,
cybercriminals have not dissuaded our assessment. Initially, ransomware surged in
popularity because attackers believed that medical networks were over funded and under
secured. Unscrupulous criminals realized that for every second hospital systems were
disrupted, lives were at risk. This threat greatly increased the likelihood that ransoms
would be paid in a short amount of time. As the threat landscape saturated, ransomware
spread to other sectors. In many ways, the energy sector was the next logical target
because even a short outage caused by an infected SCADA or ICS system results in losses
that exceed most ransomware demands.
Desert Falcons

The Desert Falcons APT is the first known Arabic cyber-espionage group. It consists of
teams of an estimated 30 members, who operate from Palestine, Egypt and Turkey. The
group targets Energy providers, oil and natural gas organizations, and smart grid operators
with social engineering attacks such as spear-phishing and watering holes. To date, the
attackers have compromised between 3,000 – 5,000 systems located in Palestine, Egypt,
Israel, Jordan, USA, Iraq, Kingdom Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, South Korea,
Morocco, Qatar, Russia, Lebanon, Iraq, Canada, Germany, China, Kuwait, Norway, Turkey,
Sweden, France, Mexico, and Morocco.
The group uses custom malware to conduct cyberespionage, data theft, and surveillance on
victim hosts. The threat actors seek financial data, confidential information, or
organizational information that can be sold or used to extort the victim. The Desert Falcons
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use their custom Falcon Trojan and the “DHS” spyware Trojan (iRAT) to log keystrokes,
capture screenshots, access files, and record audio [35]. While it is possible that the group
is state-sponsored, their focus on financially capitalizing on stolen data suggests that they
are criminal in origin.
Patchwork/ Dropping Elephant/ Chinastrats

The Patchwork APT discovered in December 2015, infected at least 2,500 victims in the
seven months prior to its discovery. Evidence suggests that the group has been active since
at least 2014. Patchwork targets government, energy, and other related organizations
present in Southeast Asia and the South China Sea. Rather than develop their own malware
or toolset, the APT uses copy-paste source code from GitHub and hacking forums.
Patchwork could be state-sponsored; however, its lack of dedicated resources and its
reliance on open source code, suggests that it may be a criminal organization. Patchwork is
notably worrying because it proves that a group does not need to be sophisticated or
original in order to be successful. The APT has been remarkably successful with only OSINT
code and no 0-day vulnerabilities. Software patches would prevent most or all of the
group’s exploits, yet, a considerable number of victims were vulnerable.
The group spreads the hijacked malware through spear-phishing emails with titles related
to China’s activity in the South China Sea and that contain either PowerPoint attachments
which exploit Sandworm’s exploit (CVE-2014-4114) or CVE-201406352 or Word
attachments that exploit CVE-2012-0158. Kaspersky Labs claims that the group uses
watering hole attacks. The group also maintains social engineering Google+, Facebook, and
Twitter accounts to draw people to watering hole attacks.
The group uses an assortment of multiple copy-pasted code from malware and malware
kits such as Powersploit, Meterpreter, Autolt, and UACME. Once the exploit compromises a
system, Patchwork uses the open-source Meterpreter to carry out a reverse shell attack to
gain total device access [26]. In some attacks, an UPX packed AutoIT executable is dropped,
which in turn downloads additional components to facilitate document exfiltration. The
amalgamated malware creates a backdoor that should have been easy to detect since the
underlying code is recognized by most security software. Nevertheless, the malware
remained undiscovered until May 2016. The malware also searches the host for certain file
types, If the malware detects valuable data, then it deploys a second-stage malware, also
created from assorted pieces of code, that laterally searches the infected network for other
hosts to infect.
Similar to MiniDuke or CommentCrew, the group hides its communications behind base64
encryption. Unlike either actor, Patchwork’s encrypted data provides information about
the next hop or the true C2 for the backdoor instead of initial commands.
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The malware contains the time of day when the C2 servers were active and includes a list of
Southeast Asian countries to target. Consequently, some security researchers believe the
malware might originate in India or China [27],[32].
Poseidon

The Poseidon APT is a Brazilian or Portuguese threat actor that conducts cyberespionage
and surveillance attacks against energy and utility companies, and oil and natural gas
systems located in France, United States, India, Russia, Brazil, United Arab Emirates, and
Kazakhstan. Most of the victims have joint ventures or partner operations in Brazil.
The group has a reputation for creating custom malware and components specifically for
each target. The group leverages social engineering and publically available exploits to
install aggressive information collecting malware on victim systems. The group focuses on
Windows systems and SQL servers. Typical spear-phishing emails contain human
resources related lure containing a Microsoft Word or RTF attachment loaded with
embedded executables and extensive lateral movement tools. Once an employee clicks on
the attachment, the malware contacts the C2 infrastructure and a specialized tool collects
credentials, group management policies, and system logs to inform the attackers about
network information and which commands and applications they can safely use to laterally
move about the network. Information is often collected with the IGT super-tool
(Information Gathering toolkit), a bulking 15 megabyte executable that orchestrates a
series of different information collections steps, exfiltration, and the cleanup of
components. The attacker then enumerates all processes running in the system and all
services. They look for all administrator accounts on both the local machine and the
network. The information is used to map the network and move to more valuable systems
if possible. The malware also establishes a backdoor connection, such as the Nhopro
backdoor, to a hardcoded C2 server.
The information exfiltrated from victim hosts is leveraged to blackmail companies into
contracting the Poseidon group as a security firm. Even when contracted, the group may
continue to infect new systems or exfiltrate data. The group targets proprietary
information, technologies, and business-sensitive information that represents significant
value in relation to investments and stock valuations [36].
Hail-Mary Threat Actors

Hail-Mary threat actors are geopolitical or opportunistic threat actors who are not bound
by the conventions of traditional cyber-warfare. They are typically smaller, politically
isolated or dictator led states or ideologically driven regional movements, led by warfare
novices that are hyper-motivated to expand globally. The term, Hail-Mary refers to this
actor’s “all in”, final attempt to take offensive action, knowing the retaliation by the victim
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will most likely render an overwhelming cyber-physical response. This actor has nothing to
lose.
These threats typically possess the motivation of a dedicated adversary, but they lack the
means to conduct sophisticated attacks. Consequently, they outsource layers of cyberattacks to mercenary threat actors who may or likely do not know the purpose behind their
actions. Hail-Mary threat actors may wish to retaliate for perceived harms, they may wish
to actually inflict cyber-kinetic or financial harm on enemy nation-states and organizations,
or they may simply wish to divert media attention or publically send a message by
attacking a public target. For example, North Korea might launch attacks against South
Korea to draw the attention of the United States. ISIS might purchase cyber-kinetic attacks
on oil and gas infrastructure to raise the value of their seized fields. These adversaries pose
a significant, and under-examined threat to the Energy sector and other critical
infrastructure because they are an unknown and difficult to predict threat. It is difficult to
predict what they will attack, their specific motivation, what combination or permutations
of malware they will use or how they will evolve.
The internet changed conventional warfare because the size of a country’s army, the
strength of a country’s infrastructure, and the resources at a country’s disposal are no
longer strict determinants of victory. Cyberwarfare introduced an asymmetric threat
landscape in which small collectives of hackers possessing a range of technical knowledge
can challenge even the best defended systems. Governments, private organizations, and
individuals, are the victims of attacks sponsored by enemy nation states who lack even the
most basic infrastructure to attack back. Further, victim systems do not even need to be
connected to the internet anymore, to be infected with sophisticated malware.
Some politically or ideologically driven threats lack the technical sophistication to threaten
major organizations. These threats, such as North Korea, Syria, or ISIS lack the talented
cyber-professionals capable of compromising American energy systems. These threat
actors may instead outsource portions or the entirety of their attack to mercenary hackers
on the deepnet. For instance, a purchased attack could proceed as a targeted DDoS attack,
followed by network infiltration through a purchased foothold, paired with the deployment
of malware or ransomware against a specific system or network. Their goal could be to
exfiltrate information, to momentarily disrupt a system, to cause chaos, or to inflict
physical harm. The United States Department of Defense is the largest energy user in the
country. More than half of the DoD energy intake is used by the United States Airforce, who
use the energy to conduct manned and unmanned operations. Notably, in the future, a
group like ISIS may sponsor a physical, cyber, or cyber-physical attack against the energy
systems that power Airforce facilities responsible for unmanned aerial attacks. The
systems that operators use to pilot unmanned aerial vehicles and the systems used to
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interpret the incoming data all feed off the electric grid. Without power, precision drone
strikes against ISIS or other threats cannot happen [15].
Attack on Korea Hydro and Nuclear Power Co.

In March 2015, South Korean officials blamed North Korean cyber-operatives for a
December 2014 cyberattack against state-owned Korea Hydro, which operates 23 nuclear
reactors, and against its business partners. Investigators traced the IP address used in the
attack to North Korea. The attackers relied on a series of spear-phishing emails to attempt
to steal credentials and to install malware that would allow for remote control access of the
systems. The emails contained an attachment containing a dropper and the Kimsuky
malware, which was allegedly invented in North Korea. The attacks targeted internal data
including plant blueprints and employees’ personal information. South Korean officials
claim that plant management was not compromised and attackers were prevented from
accessing critical data. Nevertheless, a few days after the attack, a Twitter account posted
Internet links to Korea Hydro’s internal data archives and demanded a ransom to prevent
further leaks. The tweets originated through servers in Shenyang, China and Vladicistok,
Russia [14]. Though North Korea denies any involvement, it is possible that the adversarial
nation hired a foreign hacker to conduct the attack using the Kimsuky malware. After the
attack, the hacker attempted to leverage the data for additional payment.
Nation State Threats

Nation-state actors operate in accordance with geopolitical agendas. Nation State
sponsored threat groups launch extensive cyberwarfare campaigns against systems
belonging to private companies and foreign governments. Some nations, such as the United
States, China, and Russia, have numerous cyber-workforces that conduct offensive and
defensive cyber-operations on their behalf. These APTs operate in a threat environment
that is bound by treaties, definitions of warfare, sanctions, and balanced responses. Statesponsored Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) groups create and rely on advanced malware
that is often customized to their target. Of the attacker categories, APTs leverage the most
sophisticated attack and malware obfuscation techniques so that they can conduct the most
effective and the longest running attacks. APTs expend significant resources to discover
and exploit previously undiscovered vulnerabilities (zero-day exploits) in target systems.
Some state-sponsored groups seek intelligence useful in espionage operations, some collect
intellectual property, and others aim to disrupt services. Nation-state threats tend to infect
energy systems and then either monitor the host or remain inactive. Numerous DHS and
internal organizational audits have found SCADA and ICS systems already loaded with the
malware of multiple nation-state APTs. If a SCADA system has open vulnerabilities, then a
nation-state threat will eventually target it, regardless of value.
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China

As discussed in ICIT’s July 2016 report, China’s Espionage Dynasty: Economic Death by a
Thousand Cuts, China has a vast and well-resourced cyber-attack infrastructure consisting
of an estimated several thousand professionals divided into at least twenty advanced
persistent threat groups and supporting staff. Chinese APT groups are not the most
sophisticated cyber-attackers, often relying on publicly available tools and exploits, but
where the nation lacks in technical sophistication, it compensates with sheer numbers. Due
to the size and cultural conditioning of the Chinese population, the CCP can infiltrate
organizations through cyber and physical means by utilizing its people as a plentiful
resource.
The Energy sector is a prime target for Chinese APTs because the Thirteenth Five-Year Plan
prioritizes energy and technology initiatives at its forefront. China wants to be an economic
power, independent of foreign energy resources. However, China lacks the intellectual
property and technology necessary to meet that goal. Moreover, China is embattled in
numerous territorial disputes over oil and natural gas drilling rights in the South China Sea.
Research by numerous security firms indicates that China is already instructing its APTs to
target Energy organizations and exfiltrate intellectual property and political information
relevant to the Thirteenth Five-Year Plan.
Axiom/ Winnti Group

The Axiom state-sponsored threat began targeting government, energy, and environmental
policy organizations in 2013. Axiom targets source code, internal system design details,
and other information relevant to China’s current five-year plan. Axiom has a history of
targeting supply chain organizations such as integrated circuitry manufacturers,
networking equipment manufacturers, internet based service companies, software
vendors, cloud computing companies, and telecommunication networks. Targeted
organizations are located in the United States, South Korea, Taiwan, Japan, and the
European Union, with a majority of the breaches along the Eastern seaboard of the United
States and Western Europe.
The Axiom campaign targeted in Operation SMN, shared infrastructure with Aurora (2009),
the Elderwood Project (2009-2014), the VOHO campaign (2012), the Shell_Crew attacks on
ColdFusion servers (2013), Operation Ephemeral Hydra (2013), Operation Snowman
(2014), and 2014 attacks on American Middle Eastern Policy think tanks. It is not clear
whether Axiom is a division of the Chinese Third Department or if it is a mercenary
organization. Axiom’s selection of targets according to China’s Five-Year plan, combined
with its proclivity to share infrastructure with other Chinese APTs, suggests that it and the
groups with whom its shares resources are either divisions of the Third Department or are
supported and coordinated by the Chinese Communist Party. Axiom’s affiliation with the
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Chinese Intelligence apparatus was partially confirmed in a 2014 FBI flash advisory.
Alternatively, Axiom may just utilize the infrastructure of other groups and it may
advantageously adopt zero-day exploits or malware that are effective in other campaigns.
Axiom adapts faster and is more sophisticated in its operations than known Third
Department groups such as APT 1 and APT 3. It utilizes different resources, and it may have
a different mission than Third Department groups. Novetta hypothesizes that based on
Axiom’s domestic monitoring trends that it might be charged with domestic operations and
targeting Chinese dissidents in other countries.
As China shifts away from foreign technology, more energy organizations may be targeted
by Axiom or derivative groups. Axiom already targets semiconductor and networking
technology firms, whose technology would support green technology and other energy
efforts. Axiom targets NGOs concerned with energy policies, international politics,
environmental policy, pro-democracy movements, human rights movements, and territory
and natural gas drilling disputes in the South China Sea. In the past, Axiom has also
targeted satellite office, third party, networks, and supply chain networks and then
laterally moved through the compromised network to the main office. Novetta theorizes
that Axiom targets NGOs as a means of the Chinese ruling party keeping track of watchdog
organizations and other groups who may publish claims that challenge the authority or
“soft power” of the party. Targeting NGOs allows the CCP to preempt or undermine efforts
against the CCP.
Novetta believes that Axiom has a six stage victim lifecycle that uses a different team for
each stage of the attack. This indicates large scale organization and coordination. Initially,
the target is identified and the actor conducts reconnaissance. Then the system is
compromised, confirmed to be a valuable target, and the network is surveyed. The actor
laterally moves through the network and creates additional footholds. Compromised C2
infrastructure is connected to the victim network. Finally, valuable data is identified and
exfiltrated.
Axiom initially compromises systems through watering hole attacks, web based attacks,
targeted attacks against public facing infrastructure, zero-day exploits, and phishing emails.
Once a system is compromised, Axiom spends a few days determining whether it is
valuable. If it is determined to contain useful information, then the group installs persistent
malware platforms. Otherwise, the group tries to move laterally through the network to
locate more valuable systems. Axiom has proven capable of compromising large pools of
machines and sifting through them in hours or days to find the valuable ones. This indicates
dedicated resources, possibly a dedicated targeting team and a deterministic set of criteria.
After the initial compromise, Axiom begins reconnaissance to identify where they are in the
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target network and to identify any changes that have been made to the network. Axiom
then escalates privileges using previously compromised administrative accounts, local
exploits, or remote exploits as demonstrated in ZoxRPC malware. Then, over the course of
minutes or months, they try to dump the latest user credentials and exfiltrate the data.
Once inside the network, Axiom exploits Remote Desktop Protocol or exploit
vulnerabilities in the custom tools designed by the organization itself to “obfuscate its
presence from antivirus or IDS systems.
As the campaign continues, Axiom may install additional families of malware as a
mechanism of remaining in the system even if one malware is discovered by the target.
Compromised systems have featured up to four layers of malware ranging from extremely
common (Poison Ivy, Gh0st, ZXshell) to focused tools used by threat groups (Derusbi,
Fexel) to custom Axiom malware (ZoxPNG/ZoxRPC, Hikit). Axiom routes its activity
through compromised proxy infrastructure in the United States, South Korea, Taiwan, Hong
Kong, and Japan to try to disguise its traffic as legitimate to casual observation.
Novetta observes that the Hikit malware is unique to Axiom and is only used on high value
targets at the height of the victim’s operational lifecycle. Of the 43,000 compromised
systems discovered in Operation SMN, only 180 systems were infected with the Hikit
malware. Hikit is a late stage persistence and data exfiltration tool that is capable of
uploading and downloading files, generating a remote shell, tunneling into the network,
and connecting to other infected machines to generate a secondary network [28].
APT 1/ PLA Unit 61398/ Comment Panda/ Comment Crew/ TG-8223

According to Mandiant, APT1 conducts cyberattacks against American organizations and
government agencies from a 12-story building on the outskirts of Shanghai. APT 1, or Unit
61398, is the Second Operational Bureau of the Third Department of the People’s
Liberation Army (PLA) General Staff Department (GSD). It utilizes four large networks in
Shanghai, two of which serve the Pudong district of Shanghai and a direct fiber optic
connection provided to the facility by the Chinese government in the name of national
defense.
Like Axiom, Unit 61398 targets sectors that are of interest to China’s current Five Year
Plan. Primary targets include intellectual property, trade secrets, financial data,
organizational data or systems in the Energy, Information Technology, Aerospace, Defense,
Manufacturing, Public Administration, or other governmental or technical sectors. It is
large enough and well-resourced enough that it can simultaneously compromise dozens of
organizations. Attacks from the group may date back as early as 2002. At the very least, the
group has attacked over a thousand corporations and government entities across the globe,
since 2006. Several hundred of those attacks have resulted in severe breaches. The
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majority of the targets have been American; however, Dell Secure Works and other firms
allege that the group has also targeted systems belonging to the United Nations, Canada,
South Korea, Taiwan, and Vietnam.
On May 19, 2014 a Federal grand jury indicted five officers of Unit 61398 (Huang Zhenyu,
Wen Xinyu, Sun Kailiang, Gu Chunhui, and Wang Dong) on charges of compromising
American systems and stealing intellectual property. Federal prosecutors listed some
suspected targets as Alcoa Inc., Allegheny Technologies Inc., United States Steel Corp, the
Toshiba Corp unit of Westinghouse Electric Co, the U.S. subsidiaries of SolarWorld AG, and
a steel workers' union. The indictment alleges that Chinese state-owned companies hired
Unit 61398 to provide information technology services, including assembling a database of
corporate intelligence, concerning the targets. The data may have been collected to aid
Chinese businesses.
APT 1 received some of its names, such as Comment Crew, Comment Panda, and similar
titles, from its initial preferred attack vector; compromising the “comment” features of
legitimate web applications in order to laterally navigate to internal applications or IT
systems. More recent attacks have used personalized spear phishing emails that contain a
malicious ZIP files or link. Once inside the network, the group may exfiltrate data from IT
applications or it may laterally move onto OT systems or supporting networks.
Once a viable victim system is located, the attacker establishes a persistent presence by
installing a backdoor from the dropper delivered from the email. The backdoor bypasses
internal security by contacting C2 infrastructure from inside the network. The actor
typically relies upon WEBC2 or BISCUIT backdoors. WEBC2 is a minimally featured
beachhead backdoor that can only communicate with a C2C server through comments.
BISCUIT backdoors are used if more functionality is needed. BISCUIT uses the HTTP
protocol for communication and it features modules to capture screenshots, log keystrokes,
record system information, modify processes, modify the registry, execute code, log off or
shut down the session, and other features. Unit 61398 remains persistent on the
compromised system for months or years. During this time, the group gathers login
credentials from publicly available tools built into the initial malware and escalates account
privileges, conducts network reconnaissance and laterally explores the network to infect
new systems. APT1 steals intellectual property, including technology blueprints,
proprietary manufacturing processes, test results, business plans, pricing documents,
partnership agreements, and emails and contact lists from victim organizations’ leadership.
The group has some specialized tools, such as GETMAIL and MAPIGET, which it uses to
steal email and other information. Unit 61398 compresses stolen data into multiple files
with a RAR archiving utility and exfiltrates the data through their backdoor or through File
Transfer Protocol (FTP).
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Over the few years that Mandiant observed APT1 activity, they observed an extensive C2
infrastructure that consisted of at least 937 C2 servers, 849 IP addresses registered to
Chinese (709) and American (109) companies located in 13 countries, and 2551 fully
qualified domain names (FQDNs)resolving to 988 unique IP addresses. Between January
2011 and January 2013, Mandiant observed 1905 instances of APT1 connecting to attack
infrastructure from 832 unique IP addresses via Remote Desktop. In the vast majority
(97%) of the Remote Desktop sessions, the operator’s keyboard settings were set to
“Chinese Simplified – US Keyboard” [29].
PLA Unit 61486/ APT2/ Putter Panda/ TG-6952

The advanced persistent threat known as Putter Panda, or PLA Military Unit Cover
Designator (MUCD) 61486, is internally known as the People’s Liberation Army’s (PLA)
Third Joint Staff Department (JSD) Twelfth Bureau. The group has been active since at least
2007 and it is based out of the Zhabai district of Shanghai. Unit 61486 shares some
infrastructure with Unit 61398. Analysts of Project 2049 Institute allege that Unit 61486
supports China’s space surveillance network and maintains close ties with the statesponsored Beijing Remote Sensing Research Institute, whose mission is to explore “leading
technologies in earth observation and the mechanisms for acquiring and distributing
remote sensing information.” The cyber targets of Unit 61486 tend to be affiliated with
satellite, aerospace, or defense technologies.
Much like Unit 61398, Putter Panda targets intellectual property, trade secrets, and other
data related to government entities, the Aerospace sector, the Defense sector, the
Communication sector, the Technologies sector, and research facilities. According to
CrowdStrike, the United States Defense industry, communication industries, and European
satellite and aerospace industries are particularly targeted.
Like most APTs, Putter Panda relies on spear phishing emails containing malicious PDFs
and Microsoft Word Documents to infect target systems. Its exploit kit includes two
droppers, two RATs, and two tools. One dropper delivers a payload, such as the 4H RAT, to
the victim system and installs it. The other dropper exclusively delivers the PNGDOWNER
tool. Putter Panda uses the 4H RAT and the 3PARA RAT. The 4H RAT can initiate a remote
shell, enumerate running processes, terminate processes, list files and directories, modify
timestamps, upload files, download files, and delete files. The RAT communicates over
HTTP and the communication is obfuscated by an operation, 1-byte XOR with the key 0xBE.
The 3PARA RAT is a second stage, failsafe tool that allows the attacker to regain control of
the system if their initial access vector is removed. The 3PARA RAT creates a file map at
startup to verify that there is not another instance of the RAT running. The RAT is capable
of remaining dormant for prearranged or commanded periods of time. The RAT only has
limited commands, which include retrieving file or disk metadata, changing the working
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directory of the current C2 session, executing a command, and listing the current working
directory. The first tool, PNGDOWNER is a simple download and execute tool. The second
tool, HTTPCLIENT is a backup tool. The 3PARA RAT communicates over HTTP and
authenticates with a 256-byte hash and a hard-coded string [29].
Deep Panda/ APT 19/ Shell Crew/ Black Vine/ Kung Fu Kitten

Deep Panda is a state-sponsored threat responsible for some of the most prolific attacks
against the Energy, Healthcare, and Aerospace since at least 2012.
Deep Panda has conducted multiple sizable campaigns against United States Federal
government agencies and major western organizations. For example, in one facet of the
Deep Panda campaign, it concurrently attacked the United States Office of Personnel
Management, the Anthem healthcare network, United Airlines, and other entities. A vast
majority, ~80%, of Deep Panda targets are American.
Deep Panda is the first Chinese state-sponsored group to target PII, though the group tends
to focus on operational design data. The information is rarely, if ever, exploited for
financial gain. Instead, the information is used to create dossiers, to monitor populations
and systems, or to leverage against individuals who concern the Chinese government.
Deep Panda is also believed to be responsible for the two 2015 OPM breaches. Further,
Deep Panda breached United Airlines in 2015 and stole departure and destination records.
The health, OPM, and travel records stolen by Deep Panda can be aggregated to
catastrophically impact the United States government over time. The adversary or their
parent nation-state, can use the stolen information to build a database of US employees and
contractors for espionage purposes. The information can also be used to identify United
States agents in the country or to identify Chinese assets who assist United States
intelligence efforts. Moreover, the information obtained in the OPM breach could be
combined with the information stolen in Deep Panda’s healthcare breaches or with
information publically released in incidents, such as the Ashley Madison breach, to
manipulate or leverage pressure against specific United States citizens to serve the Chinese
agenda.
Deep Panda relies on the Sakurel Trojan, the Hurix Trojan, and the Mivast backdoor in its
attacks. Deep Panda is believed to have developed all of the malware themselves.
Characteristics in the malware code are shared between all three malware. Further, each
malware is capable of opening a named pipe back door, tools to collect and exfiltrate
system data, the ability to execute arbitrary code, and the ability to create, modify, and
delete registry keys.
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The malwares are similar in that they utilized droppers that masquerade as installers for
legitimate software applications like Adobe Reader, Juniper VPN, and Microsoft ActiveX
Control. In some cases, a loading bar displays and then the user redirects to a login page for
the associated software. The malwares contain measures to avoid detection. The malwares
self-obfuscates as technology related applications such as media applications or VPN
technologies. The malwares establish persistent presence on the system, deploys remote
access Trojans (RATs) such as the Derusbi malware, and features tools to record and seize
user sessions. Tools such as PwDump and Scanline are included to steal user credentials, to
allow the actor to escalate their privileges, to let the actor create unmonitored accounts,
and to assist the attacker in lateral movements to systems across the network. Symantec
believes that all three malware belong to the same family and that they have been updated
and differentially developed over time by the same team. The malware is usually signed by
the DTOPTOOLZ Co. signature belonging to a Korean software company. Domains and C2
servers often feature the names of Marvel comic book characters as the register [29].
Gothic Panda/ APT 3/ UPS/ Pirpi/ Clandestine Fox/ TG-0110

In early 2014, Gothic Panda began targeting victims in the energy sector, financial sector,
technology industries, NGO/ International arena, aerospace and defense organizations,
telecommunication companies, and transportation organizations. Gothic Panda relies on
spear phishing emails to point victims to a landing page that leverages a zero-day exploit
use-after-free vulnerability in Internet Explorer. In addition to targeted campaigns, the
adversary conducts targeted and whale-phishing attacks against specialized mailing lists.
Topics related to high-performance computing, weather metadata software, and premedical programs at universities. Victims were then infected with the Pirpi malware. The
adversary has also recently used zero-day Adobe flash exploits that it obtained in the 2015
Hacking Team breach. The Pirpi backdoor, which features strong detection evasion
techniques, is similar to the Dreammon or Dreamclick malware. The two Pirpi variants
(one for 2014 and another for 2015) connect to a C2 server and parse returned HTML for
commands. The available commands include listing TCP connection status, listing all
servers on the domain, gathering network adapter information, downloading files to
memory, deleting files, listing directories, uploading files to the C2, executing processes,
and other functionalities [29].
NetTraveler/ Travnet/ Netfile

Between 2004-2013, the NetTraveler APT targeted 350-500 organizations in Mongolia,
India, and Russia in 40 countries. Targets are involved in energy production, nuclear
power, lasers, medicine, space exploration, academia, nanotechnology, and
communications. Government organizations (19%), private companies (11%), diplomatic
organizations and embassies (32%), and military organizations (9%) were also heavily
targeted. In recent years, the group has specifically targeted Tibetan and Uyghur activists.
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The group focuses on cyberespionage and data theft. When Kaspersky Lab investigated the
APT, they discovered over 22 gigabytes of stolen data on NetTraveler’s C2 servers. The
group is believed to consist of around 50 Chinese natives who possess a working
knowledge of the English language.
The NetTraveler APT uses social engineering, watering hole attacks, and zero-day exploits
to compromise victim hosts. The infection vectors leveraged Java and Microsoft Office
exploits. After installation, the NetTraveler malware is designed for basic surveillance. It
logs keystrokes, cans steal sensitive documents, and it retrieves files system listings [29].
Mirage/APT 15/ Vixen Panda/ Ke3Chang/ GREF/ Playful Dragon
The April 2012 Mirage campaign targeted a high profile oil company in the Philippines, a
military organization in Taiwan, an energy company in Canada, and organizations in Brazil,
Israel, Egypt, and Nigeria. The Mirage campaign was investigated as APT threat analysis
was still novel; consequently, it was not analyzed to the greatest extent at the apex of its
activity. The Mirage attacks target information of value to the Chinese state and they do not
target PII. Therefore, the group may be a state sponsored threat actor. Many of the victims
are connected to the natural gas industry or politically oppose China. China is actively
disputing natural gas drilling rights and territories in the South China Sea. Information
from the Mirage campaign would have greatly aided China’s pursuits in the region.
The actors began the campaign by targeting mid-level to senior-level executives with whale
phishing emails that contain malicious droppers that install the Mirage malware. The
droppers are disguised as PDF attachments. If opened, then the dropper is deployed and an
embedded PDF of a news story, relevant to the target, opens. The dropper contains a copy
of the Mirage malware, which executes and copies itself into either C:\ Documents or C:\
Windows. The copy starts and the original closes. The new Mirage establishes persistence
in the event of reboot by creating registry keys. The malware obfuscates its presence
through the creation of one or more files named svchost.exe, ernel32.dll, thumb.db,
csrss.exe, Reader_SL.exe, and MSN.exe. The malware profiles the system (MAC address,
CPU speed, memory size, system name, and user name) and sends the information back to
the command and control infrastructure via a HTTP request over ports 80, 443, and 8080.
It can implement SSL for added security. The first variant of Mirage communicated via a
HTTP POST request and it transferred information that was lightly encrypted by adding
each character’s ASCII value to its offset from the start of the payload. The second variant of
the malware communicated through HTTP GET requests and it encrypted data the same
way as the former version except that the payload of the initial request is encapsulated in a
Base64-encoded string. The Mirage toolkit consisted of a backdoor and a remote access
trojan (RAT). At the time of its discovery in 2012, the command and control structure
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consisted of over 100 domains. By the end of 2012, the Mirage campaign went dormant.
However, some of its infrastructure reappeared in the 2015 Hellsing campaign [29].
Night Dragon

Night Dragon is a Chinese APT that began attacking global oil and gas companies in late
2009 with the purpose of exfiltrating project details and financial information about oil and
gas exploration and bids. The attacks begin by compromising public facing Web servers
through SQL injection attacks and installing Web shells on the servers. The adversaries
then used common hacking tools to harvest local credentials and hashes, to sniff
authentication messages, and to exploit internal active directory configurations. The
attackers then laterally moved across the network using the compromised credentials and
spear phishing messages. Night Dragon did not rely on any 0-day exploits, instead relying
on publically available tools and social engineering. Backdoor.Trojan was installed on
compromised systems. The malware communicated back to C2 infrastructure, allowed the
attacker to remote access the computer, and allowed them to extract valuable information
[25].
Iran

Iranian nuclear operations have repeatedly been the target of APT campaigns that
distributed the Stuxnet, Flame, and Duqu malware. Iran may conduct campaigns such as
Tarh Andishan in retaliation for those attacks or as an offensive-defense to future attacks
against its nuclear or oil and natural gas assets.
Tarh Andishan/ Operation Cleaver
In December 2014, ICIT Fellow Cylance exposed Iranian threat actor, Tarh Andishan their
Operation Cleaver investigation. Tarh Andishan may be a measured response to the
Stuxnet, Duqu, and Flame campaigns. Alternatively, Iran may be attempting to enter into
the global arena as a major cyber power, capable of competing with countries such as the
United States, China, and Russia, in cyberspace. Cylance released Operation Cleaver early to
allow potential targets the opportunity to mitigate the threat to their systems. Due to this
decision, they estimate that they only discovered a portion of the activity of Tarh Andishan.
Nevertheless, Cylance managed to build an impressive profile of Tarh Andishan’s
operation, including hacker profiles, domain names, internal infrastructure, and indicators
of compromise.
Tarh Andishan’s infrastructure has been traced to a defunct cooperation from which it
earned its name. The infrastructure was hosted by an Iranian provider (Netafraz.com), and
Autonomous System Networks (ASNs), IP source netblocks, and domains were registered
in Iran. The netblocks utilized had strong associations to state-owned oil and gas
companies that employ individuals with expert knowledge of ICS systems. Further, tools in
the malware warn the attackers if their outward facing IP address traces back to Iran. The
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infrastructure utilized by the group is too robust and too centralized to have belonged to an
individual or small “grass-roots” hacktivist group. This leads leading security firms, such as
Cylance, to believe that Tarh Andishan is either state sponsored or a well-funded
mercenary hacker group.
Tarh Andishan consists of at least 20 dedicated hackers and developers, believed to be
located in Tehran, Iran. Additional, members or hired associates operate out of the
Netherlands, Canada, and the United Kingdom. Persian names (Salman Ghazikhani, Bahman
Mohebbi, etc.) were used as hacker monikers. Most targets of Tarh Andishan speak English
as a primary language and it appears that members of the group are proficient in reading
and writing in English. Different members of the group specialize in different malware,
different malware development tools, different programming languages and different
adversary techniques.
Tarh Andishan targets government entities and critical infrastructure facilities in Canada,
China, England, France, Germany, India, Israel, Kuwait, Mexico, Pakistan, Qatar, Saudi
Arabia, South Korea, Turkey, United Arab Emirates, and the United States. Specifically, Tarh
Andishan has been known to target: oil and gas facilities, energy facilities, utility facilities,
military installations, transportation facilities, airlines, airports, hospitals,
telecommunication companies, technology firms, institutions of education and research,
aerospace and defense facilities, chemical companies, and governments. The high
propensity for the group to target energy sector organizations indicates that Iran may be
using the group to gain information about competitor organizations.
Tarh Andishan networked systems in South Korea, Saudi Arabia, and Pakistan by
compromising Windows Active Directory and physical internal infrastructure such as Cisco
edge switches, and routers. From there, the attackers stole VPN credentials so that they
could establish a persistent presence and so that they could remotely access the entire
infrastructure and supply chain. Tarh Andishan used the compromised credentials and
VPN access to compromise physical systems, access security control systems, make
fraudulent payments, and to infect other internal infrastructure.
According to Cylance, Tarh Andishan’s “Initial compromise techniques include SQL
injection, web attacks, and creative deception based attacks – all of which have been
implemented in the past by Chinese and Russian hacking teams.” Tarh Andishan did not
appear to utilize zero-day exploits. The SQL injection attacks were made possible by
attacking vulnerable applications that failed to sanitize input prior to passing it to a
database in an SQL query. Many Energy sector legacy systems remain vulnerable to known
SQL injection vulnerabilities. Tarh Andishan has also used spear phishing attacks when
injection attacks failed. One such attack told targets that they had been selected to apply for
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a new position at an industrial conglomerate and the link directed them to a copy of a
legitimate resume creation website. The resume tool was combined with a binder tool that
loaded malware onto created documents. The malware runs in the background of the
victim’s system and logs keystrokes and the information entered into forms. After the
malware infected a host, the attackers would leverage existing, publically available, exploits
(such as MS08-067) to escalate their privileges on Windows systems. The malware then
propagated through the network like a worm, to compromise other systems on the
network. Tarh Andishan compromises Microsoft Windows web servers that run Internet
Information Services (IIS) and Coldfusion, Apache servers with PHP, Microsoft Windows
desktops, and Linux servers. The group also targets popular network infrastructure such as
Cisco VPNs, Cisco switches, and routers.
Tarh Andishan’s most utilized malware, TinyZBot, gathers information from infected
systems and it establishes backdoors for persistent access. TinyZBot uses the SOAP subprotocol of HTTP to communicate with the C&C infrastructure and it abuses SMTP to
exfiltrate data to the C&C servers. Among other capabilities, TinyZBot can also take
screenshots of the system, download and execute arbitrary code, detect security software,
disable some anti-virus, and modify PE resources. Once the malware has infected the
system, Tarh Andishan can use customized tools to poison ARP caches, encrypt data, steal
credentials, create backdoors, create ASP.Net shells, enumerate processes, record HTTP
and SMB communications, detail the network environment, query Windows Management
Instrumentation (WMI), log keystrokes, and more. Effectively, Tarh Andishan can
customize their tools to suit any target. The Net Crawler tool, which combines popular
attacker tools Windows Credential Editor, Mimikat, and PsExec, was used to gather the
cached credentials from every accessible computer on the infected network. Shell Creator 2
was used to generate an ASPX web shell to protect the attacker from revealing internal
information such as location by human error. The nbrute utility uses NMap to map the
network and then it attempts to determine network credentials via brute force. The
attackers can also use tools such as the PVZ bot tool to log keystrokes on specific botted
systems and save information on infected systems to specific locations [29].
Russia

Russian APT groups are among the most sophisticated threat actors. Most groups focus on
espionage and utilize custom malware or tools. Russian state-sponsored groups might
target the Energy sector because Russia has a vested interest in multiple energy markets.
Further, Russian national policy often depends on its vast network of information about
every critical infrastructure sector. Russian threat actors are known to monitor infiltrated
systems for months or years. Russia poses the most significant nation-state threat to the
Energy sector because sophisticated Russian groups such as Energetic Bear, Uroburos, and
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BlackEnergy, appear to have been specifically designed to target ICS/ SCADA systems and
the Energy sector.
Energetic Bear/ Dragonfly/ Havex Crouching Yeti/ Koala Team

Since 2011, Energetic Bear has targeted the Defense Industry, Energy Industry, and ICS
equipment manufacturers, with highly technical prolonged attacks that are suggestive of a
state sponsor. Energetic Bear’s exploit kit features specialized malware, likely developed or
adapted by the attackers, that was compiled during business hours (Monday – Friday, 9am
– 6pm) UTC+4, which corresponds to working hours in Russia or Eastern Europe. Most
security firms conclude that Energetic Bear is a Russian state-sponsored group because the
group targets nation states who are politically opposed to Russia. Further, the malware
primarily compromises petroleum and energy systems that compete with Russia’s energy
complex in the economical arena.
Based on its choice of targets and the malware deployed, Energetic Bear seems primarily
interested in gathering intelligence on its victims or their country of origin and establishing
persistent access to compromised systems. The sophisticated exploit kit could easily be
used to sabotage targets’ operations to cause damage or disruption in critical
infrastructure sectors that depend on ICS and SCADA systems. So far, while the malware
has been positioned ideally to sabotage ICS and SCADA systems, investigations by
Symantec and other leading firms witness more uses of the exploit kit for espionage
purposes than for sabotage purposes. The threat actors may prefer not to utilize this
capability or sabotage campaigns may occur, appearing as system failures that are not
investigated as cyber-attacks. More likely, Energetic Bear may be pre-positioning its
malware in compromised systems to grant the greatest utility while allowing for every
attack vector. Given its selection of targets and its exploit kit, both of which are detailed
below, Energetic Bear is uniquely positioned to assist in a combination of Digital and
Physical warfare for military or political purposes. Notably, Russia conducted such a
campaign in its 2008 conflict with Georgia.
When Energetic Bear was discovered in 2011, the group targeted aviation and defense
companies in the United States and Canada; however, in 2013, energy firms in the United
States and Europe became the primary targets of Energetic Bear. In particular, the exploit
kit targets the systems of ICS equipment manufacturers and petroleum pipeline operators.
Energy grid operators, electricity generation facilities, and industrial equipment providers
are also susceptible to compromise. By ingeniously targeting the smaller, less protected
ICS manufacturing companies and antiquated SCADA systems, Energetic Bear is able to
circumnavigate the massive state-sponsored cyber-security systems that typically protect
critical infrastructure systems.
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The exploit kit mimics the Stuxnet worm (which monitored and sabotaged the Iranian
Nuclear program in 2011) in potential impact. If the sabotage potential of the malware
were realized, then Energetic Bear could disrupt and seriously damage energy supply and
regulation systems in countries such as: the United States, Spain, France, Germany, Turkey,
and Poland. Consider the tragedy that a malicious actor could wrought with the ability to
remotely destroy oilrigs, energy generation facilities, or electrical grids. The smallest citywide power outage has the potential to result in many deaths related to loss in electricity
needed for in-home medical care, heating, and other technologies that assist in citizens’
daily lives. Even if an attack is controlled well enough or mitigated soon enough to prevent
serious physical damage to the facility, imagine the economic ramifications that the actor
could inflict upon a nation state through repeated targeted attacks on its energy systems.
The gas price hikes of the mid 2000’s might seem a minor inconvenience in comparison to
the damage caused by a persistent sabotage campaign.
From February to June 2013, Energetic Bear launched a spam campaign against the United
States and European energy sectors. Executives and senior employees in seven
organizations received emails, sent from a Gmail account, containing a malicious pdf. If the
pdf was opened, then the malware spread to the network. The emails were made to look as
if they came from a known source (such as the victims’ boss) and organizations were
targeted with anywhere between 1 and 84 emails. In a more ambitious spear phishing
campaign, emails containing remote access Trojans (RATs) were sent to personnel in three
ICS equipment manufacturers who dominated their markets. The malware injected
malicious code into the ICS software update bundles that were later posted for download
from the manufacturer’s website. The targeted equipment which would receive the update
are used in a number of sectors, including energy. The Trojan managed to compromise the
bundles of two companies and infect the programmable logic controllers of devices
produced by those manufacturers, before the infection was discovered.
Later, watering hole attacks were added to the campaign. In these attacks, websites often
visited by personnel of the target organization were compromised (usually with an injected
iframe) and set to redirect victims to a site that delivered an exploit kit that installed the
malware on the victim’s PC. The development of additional attack vector(s) and the
resources to compromise third party sites as “stepping stones” to desired targets suggests
that the group is state sponsored. In either attack, the malware was configured to search
victims’ systems for ICS software and updates and to trojanize the software so that the
adversaries could compromise guarded ICS systems the next time the software was
downloaded or they were updated by trusted personnel.
The group employs two exploit kits (LightOut and Hello) and two malware
(Trojan.Karagany and Backdoor.Oldrea). The exploit kits are used to initially compromise
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the system and install the malware. The malware is used for espionage, persistent access,
or sabotage. LightsOut exploits vulnerabilities in Java or in Microsoft Internet Explorer to
deploy the Karagany or Oldrea malware onto a user’s system. In September 2013, the Hello
exploit kit replaced the LightsOut kit. The Hello kit is combined with watering hole attacks
to redirect victims to a landing page, where a JavaScript fingerprints their system to
determine details such as operating system, browser, and installed plugins. The victim is
then redirected to the site that contains the exploit most likely to achieve the adversaries’
goals.
Trojan.Karagany and Backdoor.Oldrea are remote access Trojans (RATs) that are used to
install additional tools or malware, to search the system for valuable data, and to exfiltrate
data from the system. In an attack, the group uses either Karagany or Oldea, but never both,
because the malware serve the same purpose. The Karagany malware is only used in 5% of
attacks. Karagany is a widely available exploit for purchase or source code recompilation
on the internet underground because its code was leaked in 2010. Karagany features tools
for indexing documents, taking screenshots of the system, and collecting passwords. At the
adversary’s instruction, it can also download new tools or files, run plugins or executables,
or exfiltrate data to a designated C&C server. Oldrea, also widely known as the Havex
malware, appears to be used in most attacks and it appears to have been written by or
written for the attackers. Once installed, Oldrea profiles the system by collecting system
information, harvesting outlook address book information, noting VPN configuration files,
and indexing files, programs, and the root of available drives. The data is compiled into a
temporary file, encrypted, and sent to an adversary C&C server. Oldrea features a control
panel that the adversaries can use to authenticate to a C&C server and download a
compressed copy of each specific victim’s data. The servers hijacked by Energetic Bear to
serve as C&C servers may have been compromised using the same exploit of content
management systems [29].
Uroburos / Epic Turla/ Snake / SnakeNet

In 2008, malicious code known as Agent.BTZ was placed on USB drives that were dropped
in the parking lots of defense facilities, such as a United States Department of Defense in
the Middle East, in what was considered the “worst breach of U.S. military computers in
history” at the time. Agent.BTZ infected systems running Microsoft Windows and allowed
attackers to log personal information, cached credentials, and user keystrokes. The
infection propagated and lasted in United States government systems for over a year.
Energy organizations are perpetually at risk of infection from user-connected devices. The
Uroburos malware, which appeared in 2011 (or earlier) and was discovered in 2014, scans
for the presence of Agent.BTZ on target systems and remains inactive if Agent.BTZ is
installed. Comments and code itself indicate that the authors of both Agent.BTZ and
Uroburos are proficient in Russian. Some file names, encryption keys, and other technical
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indicators are shared between the Agent.btz and Uroburos malwares. Although other
possibilities exist, Agent.BTZ and Uroburos were likely developed by the same group or
associated groups.
The Uroburos rootkit is a very advanced and very sophisticated modular malware designed
to infect entire networks and exfiltrate confidential data. The sophistication and flexibility
of the Uroburos malware suggests that a highly skilled team, who had access to
considerable resources, developed it. The significant monetary investment necessary to
develop the Uroburos platform suggests that it was developed to target businesses, nation
states, and intelligence agencies, rather than average citizens. Based on the exploit kit, the
Uroburos group likely has a political or espionage agenda. The Uroburos malware typically
infects 32-bit and 64-bit Microsoft Windows systems that belong to governments,
embassies, defense industries, pharmaceutical companies, research and education facilities,
and other large companies.
The Uroburos group uses spear phishing campaigns, drive-by-infections, watering hole
attacks, and social engineering to push their malware onto target networks. In spear
phishing campaigns, the target receives a tailored email containing an executable RAR selfextracting archive (SFX). If opened, then the malware unpacks and installs itself (a .SCR
executable) on the user system. When the Uroburos rootkit infects a machine, it can:
execute arbitrary code, hide its activity on a system, identify and exfiltrate information
such as files, capture network traffic, and infect other systems on the network. Uroburos
consists of a driver (.sys file) and an encrypted virtual file system (.dat file). The complex
driver seems to be specifically designed to be discrete and difficult to identify.
Remote attackers use Uroburos to infect other machines on the network and to
communicate between infected hosts using a peer-to-peer architecture. Uroburos
opportunistically propagates through the network. If Uroburos infects at least one system
on a network that has an active internet connection and that host is connected to other
systems within the network, then the attacker can infect as many systems as their
resources allow. The malware spies on each system for useful information and uses the P2P
architecture to relay information to the attackers. As such, information can be retrieved
from air-gapped systems, transferred from infected host to infected host until it reaches a
host with an active internet connection, and then exfiltrated to the adversary. This
methodology allows the malware to bypass many security controls.
The Uroburos rootkit aspires to hide its elements and remain undetected and persistent on
the compromised system. Upon installation, the malware establishes a service (usually
Ultra3.sys) that automatically executes during the startup of the system. This driver is
necessary to decrypt the malware’s virtual file systems, create additional hooks, inject code
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into user libraries and applications, and manage communication between the adversary
and the malware. The driver hooks the malware into the system by injecting code into a
running process and then redirecting the rest of the running code to execute at the end of
the malicious code. As non-technical simplification, this process, known as inline patching,
can be visualized as inserting an extension cord (the malicious code) between another cord
and a wall socket. By doing this, the malware can better remain undiscovered because
malicious activity is attached to legitimate processes.
The rootkit consists of two virtual file systems (a NTFS file system and a FAT file system)
that are encrypted with CAST-128 and stored locally on the user system. The encryption
key is hardcoded in the driver file. The virtual file system (a .dat file) has a random name
and it is stored with the driver file. The encrypted file systems function as a work
environment for the attackers. Third party tools, post-exploitation tools, temporary files,
and binary output are stored in the file systems. The NTFS file contains bat scripts which
enable the attacker to map remote servers, execute netstat commands, gather system
information, log output of tools, tools to steal documents, encrypt stolen documents, and
RAR tools to compress and archive stolen documents for exfiltration. A queue and library
injection tool, which acts as a buffer between the queue and the user system, can pcap or
snapshot network traffic.
The virtual file system contains protocol information to exfiltrate information through
HTTP (external website with GET and POST requests), through ICMP (ping), through SMTP
(email), and through named pipe to another infected systems. New libraries and tools can
be added by adjusting the built in queue, without reinstalling the malware. Air-gapped
systems can be infected through named pipe connections or through USB devices. In the
former case, an infected system serves as a proxy node and it appears passive as it spreads
the infection to other systems on the network. Any infected system can serve as a proxy
node, so even if one point of infection is discovered, a tangential system can continue to
infect the network as the new proxy node. The peer-to-peer modular design is resilient to
removal, scalable on any network, and reliable. Further, the framework can be extended to
include new features and perform further attacks against the infected host or networks
associated with the infected network. The design of the malware as a driver and a multifile virtual file system that can only work in combination is an elegant, but sophisticated
design that complicates analysis efforts. Without the driver, the other two files cannot be
decrypted. Without the files systems, the driver is innocuous. The design is too
sophisticated and too expensive to develop to be common spyware [29].
Sandworm/ Quedagh/ BlackEnergy

Sandworm has targeted governments and political organizations since at least 2009; but
the group also may have been behind the 2008 cyber-attacks against Georgia. The
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Ukrainian government, NATO, the European Union, the European Telecommunications
sector, European Energy companies, and the Polish government are among the group’s top
targets. Attendees of the May 2014 Globesec conference were also targeted. Many of the
decoy documents used to deploy the malware were spoofed news coverage of political or
economic situations in Europe.
The BlackEnergy crimeware appeared for sale in underground Russian cyber-markets
around 2007. The malware was designed to create botnets for Distributed Denial of Service
attacks (DDoS), but it has since evolved to support other capabilities. BlackEnergy can
create botnets to send spam emails for phishing campaigns and it has tools to harvest
passwords and banking credentials from infected computers.
The BlackEnergy toolkit gained notoriety during the 2008 cyber-attacks on Georgia during
the conflict between Russia and Georgia. The BlackEnergy malware is available for
purchase in cyber underground communities; however, the variant used in Sandworm
attacks has been modified with custom code, incorporates a proxy server infrastructure,
techniques to User Account Control and driver signing features in 64-bit Windows systems,
and tools to collect documents. F-Secure notes BlackEnergy is used by a variety of criminal
and cyber espionage groups; so, Sandworm’s adoption of BlackEnergy, instead of writing
custom malware, may have been an attempt to shirk attribution and blend into the crowd
of nefarious actors to remain undiscovered.
Sandworm delivers malware through spear phishing emails containing malicious
document, such as a Microsoft PowerPoint attachment. The attachments either deliver the
initial dropper or exploit a zero-day vulnerability to install the malware. In some cases,
legitimate applications were trojanized to perform the installation. Through zero-day
exploits, the malware infects any system running a Windows Operating System ranging
from Vista to Windows, including Windows server systems. The malware only infects the
victim system if the current user is a member of the local administrator group. If the user is
not an administrator, then the malware will attempt to re-launch itself as Administrator or
exploit the Windows backward compatibility features to bypass UAC.
The BlackEnergy toolkit features a builder application that generates the clients used to
infect victim systems, server-side scripts to create C&C servers, and an interface for the
attacker to communicate with their botnet. F-Secure comments that the toolkit is simple
enough and convenient enough that anyone can build a botnet without possessing
extensive skills. The information stealing plugin of the toolkit gathers system information,
session information, a list of installed applications, a list of registered mail, browser, and
instant messaging clients, a list of network connections, and stored user credentials for
online and offline accounts, and exfiltrates the information back to the C&C server via a
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HTTP POST request. New variants of the malware may also be able to capture screenshots
and record audio.
The current, third variant of the BlackEnergy malware, which is capable of stealing
documents from targets, has been used against energy companies and government
institutions in Ukraine and Eastern Europe. The initial appearance of the malware
coincides with the conflict between Russia and Ukraine. Trend Micro discovered that the
newest variant of the malware, customized by the group, can target ICS and SCADA
systems. The group may have infected these systems to monitor or sabotage systems that
compete with Russia’s energy interests.
On December 23, 2015, a Sandworm campaign against three Ukrainian power plants
caused a severe outage using BlackEnergy3. The malware was delivered using spear
phishing emails. The BlackEnergy3 malware disabled control system computers and forced
shutdown of systems [30]. The attack required extensive reconnaissance and coordination
between the attackers. According to company personnel, the cyber-attacks occurred within
30 minutes of each other and impacted multiple central and regional facilities. The
attackers remotely disabled the breakers through a coordinated effort of multiple attackers
who either utilized existing remote administration tools at the operating system level or
exploited remote ICS client software via VPN connections. The companies believed that the
attackers obtained legitimate credentials for each facility prior to the attack [31]. Power
remained off until utility companies manually restored power. The malware features a
wiper module called KillDisk that was used to disable both control and non-control system
computers. At the same time, the attackers overwhelmed utility call centers with
automated telephone calls, overloading the utilities’ ability to receive outage reports from
customers. Ukrainian power companies are not unique in their control systems. According
to ICS-CERT, BlackEnergy3 has also been observed on United States, European, and other
country’s critical infrastructure systems as early as December 2014 [30].
CosmicDuke/ Tinybaron/ BotgenStudios/ NemesisGemina

CosmicDuke is part of Russia’s state-sponsored Duke family of cyberespionage APTs.
CosmicDuke likely targets Energy sector enterprise networks or engineering workstations
in an attempt to collect credentials or intellectual property.
CosmicDuke deploys malware through a loader that is often delivered through a spearphishing email. The malware is built around an information stealer that is augmented by
persistence components and a privilege escalation tool. Early variants of the privilege
escalation module attempted to exploit CVE-2010-0232 or CVE-2010-4398. The malware
authors likely chose which persistence and escalation tools to include in each variant of the
malware in order to exploit known vulnerabilities in the target environment. For instance,
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in 2014, after the exposure of MiniDuke, Kaspersky noted the appearance of a CosmicDuke
variant that featured a backdoor and the ability to start via Windows Task Scheduler.
The malware logs keystrokes, captures screenshots, copies the contents of the clipboard,
copies cached user credentials from web browsers and chat clients, exports cryptographic
certificates and private keys, and exfiltrates user files whose file extension corresponded to
a predefined list. Additionally, CosmicDuke occasionally infected hosts with PinchDuke,
GeminiDuke, or MiniDuke, with which it coexists with on the victim host. The two malware
run concurrently and independent of one another. CosmicDuke can exfiltrate the stolen
data to hardcoded C&C servers via HTTP(s), FTP, or WebDav.
MiniDuke

MiniDuke is a highly customizable malware platform that resembles more complex old
school malware; in fact, many of its components are written in Assembly, a complex lowlevel programming language. MiniDuke likely targets Energy sector corporate or enterprise
networks in an attempt to collect emails, intellectual property, emails, financial data, or
employee credentials.
MiniDuke targets victims with spear phishing emails containing malicious PDF files. If
opened, the malicious attachments exploited a zero-day vulnerability and dropped a small
downloader (20kb) onto the victim system. The malware may also be able to spread
through social media links on Twitter. The malware drops in 3 stages that are designed to
evade sandbox, virtual, and analysis environments. Checks processed at each stage before
the malware decrypted more of itself. The downloader appears to be unique to the victim
system and contains a customized backdoor. The downloader determines the system
fingerprint and it later uses the information to encrypt its communication with the C&C
server. If the target system meets pre-defined requirements and if the malware
successfully installs, then the malware will access Twitter as a background process and
search for specific tweets from pre-made accounts. Similar C&C infrastructure via Twitter
can be found in variants of sister campaigns OnionDuke, CozyDuke, and HammerDuke. The
tweets, authored by the malware operators, contain tags that correspond to the encrypted
URLs where the backdoors are stored. The URLs lead to the C&C servers that contain
commands and backdoors as .GIF files. In the event that Twitter is inaccessible, then the
malware will run Google search in the background to find the encrypted strings that lead to
the next C&C server.
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Conclusion
Sophisticated hackers, whether they are state sponsored, mercenary or offering their
services for fees on forums populated by cyber jihadists or Hail-Mary actors, will only grow
in capability and ambition. The stealth of the actors and continuous reworking of malware
variants, compounded by the escalating vulnerability of aging and dilapidated technology
makes cyber assault the most likely method of attack on the energy sector. As a Nation
whose survival depends on a reliable supply of energy, disruptions to basic services caused
by an attack on the energy sector could lead to crime, civil unrest and the loss of life.
National conversations about energy sector resiliency devoid of details about evolving
attack vectors, malware and threat actors are more of an exercise in security theatre than
drivers of real change. The first step to eliminating the illusion of defense is the
introduction of a complete and up to date analysis of the threat actors, their technical
capabilities, and in-depth layer by layer vulnerabilities in existing energy infrastructure.
Armed with this knowledge, public and private sector stakeholders can then develop and
execute security strategies based on layered defenses that leverage existing technologies
and frameworks.
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